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steersinsurance.com

Wherever you’re headed, Steers knows the road. Our personal service and reliable 
protection have driven every aspect of our business for over one hundred years. And 
our comprehensive policies for home, auto, and business mean you’re never alone, 
whatever the journey.  That makes for happy customers – and endless possibilities.

Protected. Valued. Happy.

CREATIVE MARKETING 101 
Develop your voice and get it out there! Learn about marketing, 
advertising, smart creative and media strategies in two hands-on 
seminars with the team from Ray Creative Agency. Then take advantage 
of a one-on-one follow-up. Space is limited. April 1 & 3 from 12-5pm at 
NIFCO, 40 King’s Rd. $40. 

CREATING A BRAND FOR NL ARTS 
How do you want the world to view our arts and culture? How can we 
encourage more people to explore the arts? This two-day workshop aims to 

develop a brand for the arts and cultural industry in the province and help you 
apply branding to your own business, practice or organization. 

April 8 & 10 from 12-5pm at NIFCO, 40 King’s Rd. $40.

MARKETING WITH MOVIES 
Aimed at artists in any discipline, this workshop will teach you how to make 
quick and effective videos to promote your events. Learn how to shoot, edit, 
and launch your video online. Facilitated by artist and public programmer 

Jason Ross Sellars. May 25, 12-4pm in the Cox & Palmer Second 
Space at the LSPU Hall, 3 Victoria St. $30.

GETTING STARTED WITH ADOBE INDESIGN 
Learn the basics of good design and how to apply them to your posters, 
advertisements, newsletters, or grant applications using InDesign. A 
hands-on weekend workshop facilitated by Elling Lien, former Editor and 
Art Director of The Scope. April 26 & 27, 12-4pm in the Cox & Palmer 
Second Space at the LSPU Hall, 3 Victoria St. $40.

audience-building workshop 
series for artists, arts organizations, 
arts-and-culture-related businesses 

and non-profits
book early! space is limited.

sarah@womensfilmfestival.com

we hearts 
the arts*

*We Hearts The Arts is an informal collective of arts organizations 
in St. John’s, NL looking to share resources, ideas, and information. 

weheartsthearts.wordpress.com

Supported by Presented by

SYMPOSIUM
XVII   JULY 4 - 12, 2014

ST. JOHN’S INTERNATIONAL
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Most capital cities in Canada have an 
alternative paper that covers the culture of 
their province, but few provinces have the 
thriving arts scene, vibrant entrepreneurs, and 
paper-worthy stories that our province has to 
offer. Newfoundland’s culture needs a voice, 
and The Overcast aims to be this voice, from 
coverage on local artists and entrepreneurs, 
to our growing food, retail, and academic 
culture. In addition to the eleven sections of 
our monthly paper, TheOvercast.ca posts fresh 
and exclusive content on weekdays.

theovercast.ca

My new dream job is: tea critic, 

beekeeper, hell, crash test 

dummy. Anything but this. Not 

really, not at all, but kind of.

I do, however, occasionally envision myself 

kicking in Elling Lien’s door, making a shrink’s 

bed of his couch, and whining about how no 

one in town but him will ever understand 

how this is a twenty-four hour job, eight 

days a week, forever and always amen. 

There will always be an empty rack calling 

out for more papers to be delivered, a writer 

justifying a lapsed deadline (the writer often 

being me – thanks, Patient Mira!), a problem 

with the website, another problem with the 

website, another two posts to write for the 

website, every single day, another fee from 

the government (workers comp fees? C’mon, 

I work alone in a swank office, under the 

constant threat of what, a paper cut, a tea 

spill?). And then there’s the ultimate game of 

Tetris once a month: how to make all these 

articles and ads fit into place? (Not going to lie, 

that’s kind of fun.) 

There’s been people asking about doing 

internships here now, and my honest response 

is, “It’s still too much of a madhouse here to 

delegate or even explain the tasks. The tasks 

are still being winged.” But maybe watching 

the mental health of a publisher/editor/writer 

decline in real-time is valuable journalistic 

experience: writers should know it’s always best 

to write for a paper instead of running one. 

Maybe loving the serenity of waiting for your 

popcorn to pop or your kettle to boil is a 

sign you’re working too much, but is it really 

work if you’d do this for free? I mean, if we’re 

being honest, three months into this gig, my 

paycheque, 

after paying 

the printers and 

contributors and staff, is reminiscent of 

minimum wage circa 1701, when everything 

cost a penny or less, but my mortgage, sadly, 

costs more than a penny. Yet it’s getting paid, 

and we’re having fun. It’s shocking how much 

stuff there is to talk about in this province. 

If reading and responding to emails was a 

competitive sport, I’d be reigning champion 

of the world in it. I would finally have a trophy 

for my dusty, empty mantle. So keep flooding 

my email, really, it’s our pleasure to write 

about you. I’m certainly not in it for the money 

or slack workload. And do forgive us if your 

fabulous story goes unwritten: we only have 

thirty pages here, and two posts a day online.

CHAD PELLEY

Editor’s Journal
PART THREE

Why No Event Listings In This Issue?

A more comprehensive and up-to-date event listings page can always be found on our website.
We don’t have two pages to spare in our print issues, because, long story short, we’re limited to a 32 page paper.

Our Event Listings page gets thousands  
of hits every week: theovercast.ca/events

Did you know you can submit your own events?
theovercast.ca/submit-event

Every Second Tuesday
ASK JACK & JILL
Love & Sex Advice

Every Other Tuesday
HARD TO BELIEVE
Local Trivia Game

Every Wednesday
BROKEN NEWS

Local News Recap

Every Thursday
CFA THURSDAYS

Music From Abroad

Every Friday
CANLIT FRIDAYS

A Recommended Read

+ Weekdaily samples  
of local music

+ Quick profiles  
of hot-ticket events

+ The St. John’s  
Dining Directory

+ The Overcast  
Broadcast: Our weekly 

Podcast
And tons more!

Other features exclusive to TheOvercast.ca as of April
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RPM Standouts 
Part 1

February is long over and 

another RPM Challenge has 

come and gone, leaving a blanket 

of fresh new music at your feet.

I still have much listening left to do, to get 

through the hundred-and-twenty-something 

albums that were recorded this year, but here 

are a few of the many standouts I’ve come 

across so far.

BAIN LIBRE BY SWIMMING:  St. John’s 

ex-pat and Mercy the Sexton frontman Luke 

Major turned in an album of 80’s tinged, indie 

pop all the way from Montreal under the nom 

de plume Swimming. Drenched in dreamy 

synths and atmospheric guitar work, tunes 

like “No Comment” and “I Missed” call to 

mind a mixture of Galaxie 500 and The Cure. 

Elsewhere, the shimmering guitar of “Hours, 

Anything,” “Summer” and “B+W” recall Pixies’ 

more surf-inspired moments if David Lovering 

had taken over vocal duties. The album kicks 

off with some of its more “out there” numbers, 

i.e. “Hands,” while the instantly catchy stuff 

is presented toward the end, so be sure to 

give it a thorough listening. swimmingrpm.

bandcamp.com

LOVER SQUIRREL BY BLACK MOLLY:   

I became acquainted with the music of Black 

Molly through the first RPM Challenge back in 

2008. Back then, Molly (AKA Alison Corbett) 

was simultaneously playing a small kid’s drum 

kit, a chord organ, and singing. RPM 2014 finds 

Alison getting in touch with her softer, more 

light-hearted side on a collection of squirrel 

themed, acoustic ditties. Anyone who lives 

near the woods will sympathize with the banjo 

stomp of “Secret Squirrel.” The album also 

makes creative use of various rodent-inspired 

voice effects to hilarious effect on tracks like 

“Eichhörnchen” and “Robot Squirrel.” Lover 

Squirrel is a lot 

of fun but it’s the 

tender moments 

like “Human Form” 

and “Little Silas 

of the Forest” that 

really get me. 

Black Molly also 

gets bonus points for 

writing and recording many of the songs on the 

last night of the Challenge. blackmollymusic.

bandcamp.com/album/lover-squirrel

MARVELLOUS NIGHT FOR A 

GLOOMDANCE BY GLOOMDANCE:  

Newfoundland’s east and west coasts unite on 

this raucous collection of fuzzed-out garage 

rockers. Gloomdance consists of Steve Pike 

(St.John’s) and Adam Beardsworth (Corner 

Brook) who got together for three days during 

February and cranked out this energetic, 

contagiously catchy and cleverly titled album. 

Imagine if The Kinks and The Germs were 

fused into one band and you might be close 

to what Gloomdance have achieved on this 

record. From the skittering riff of “The Luger” 

to the Pavement-esque mope rock of “Yogi’s 

Serenade,” Gloomdance have created a 

spontaneous record with a great tongue in 

cheek sense of humour that keeps me coming 

back for more. gloomdance.bandcamp.com

RAG PILOT MAYFLY BY SAD TAX:  Patrick 

Canning never ceases to deliver a dynamic 

RPM album that simultaneously challenges 

and intrigues, but this year he’s raised the 

bar to a new level. Beset with a sore throat 

for most of February, Pat decided to push 

his vocal chords to the limit rather than give 

them a chance to recover. Tunes like the Billy 

Joel meets David Yow piano rocker “We’re 

Out of Wine” and the industrial drive of “All 

Dogs Are Born With Invisible Eyes” sound 

like Pat is about to come off the rails at any 

moment, creating an irresistibly aggressive yet 

infectious sound. Rag Pilot Magfly combines all 

my favorite elements of Pat’s past work with 

some creative new direction. patrickcanning.

bandcamp.com/album/rag-pilot-mayfly

“ROCK” MUSIC WITH DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE

I Am Oak’s Ols Songd, is their fourth, haunting album  

of the start-quiet-end-big variety.  

 
The odd album title, if you can unscramble it, is simply descriptive (swap the last letters 

in each word). The album is a collection of older, unrecorded songs, including many 

fan favourites – like “Birches” and “Honeycomb” – that were only played live until this 

album made them available for your playlisting pleasure. “Birches” is in fact the album’s 

best representation of what an I Am Oak song sounds like, and how powerfully Thijs 

Kuijken’s spare style of slow-building music can come across. 

The album was released in part to celebrate the ten-year anniversary of their label, 

Snowstar Records. Currently based out of Utrecht in Europe, I Am Oak are quickly 

making their mark worldwide among fans of a deep, dark, and sobering take on 

modern folk music. Their last album, the ultra-terrific Nowhere or Tammensaari (2012) 

was released to wide underground acclaim (is that a paradox?) in eight countries, and 

they’ve toured thirteen countries worldwide. 

Kuijken explains that while these are older songs “the feelings enveloped in these songs 

had come over me before, making them old and new at the same time [as I sat to record 

them]. Some time ago,” he says, “another wave of similar feelings rolled in, reminding 

me of the old songs, obscuring the ability to differentiate between past and present – 

and inevitably the two intertwine on Ols Songd.”

Kuijken builds his songs like an artist at work on a canvas: he lays an entrancing 

underlayer of acoustic, and steps back to look at ways to accent that music, and places 

to add more texture, or, just as importantly, places to leave bare. He’s got a way of 

lacing the background with subtle and unexpected sounds, and, of stacking and layering 

vocals to do some great, powerful stuff no instrument could do. The music feels like 

it’s coming from a place of deep calmness or clarity, and that feeling washes over the 

listener: this album will fast track you into a deep meditative state if you let it. 

Three albums into a career that deserves much more attention seems like the right time 

to record a batch of older songs, as they’ll offer a great introduction to mellow music 

lovers who have missed I Am Oak until now. It might be hard to find a copy of Ols Songd 

here in Canada, but that’s why there’s an internet. You can order the vinyl or buy the 

digital album here: nowstar.bandcamp.com/album/ols-songd

CFA ALBUM OF THE MONTH

I Am Oak’s Ols Songd
Mellow Gold from  
the Dutch Province 
of Utrecht
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Listen Up:  
Local Media and Musicians Weigh in  

on a Local RPM They’ve Been Enjoying

“Because I coordinate the RPM 
Challenge here I can’t in good conscience 
recommend a single album as my 
favourite, but I feel okay recommending 
anything by the band This Is Terrible. 
They make an album every year and 
they have so much fun trying to sound 
bad that they actually sound pretty 
good. When you’re making music for the 
fun of it, you end up making music that 
is fun to listen to. That’s one of the core 
concepts behind the RPM, and these 
guys always knock that idea out  
of the park.” – ELLING LIEN

“AM/FM Dreams completed their seventh RPM 

album in February. It’s called AOK 3MO, and their 

seven-record streak is probably a local record. As 

always, their album is easily one of the year’s best 

RPM offerings: it’s eclectic, catchy, soars through 

many a genre, and has a wonderful 90’s heart 

beating loud and clear. What stands out the most 

is how AM/FM Dreams are quite unlike any other 

sound happening in town right now, so it’s too bad 

they never play live.” – CHAD PELLEY

“Andrew Stanley, a Newfoundland native currently 

living in Ontario, kept his St John’s spirit alive and 

recorded an RPM from afar. His album Patchwork is 

so beautifully put together. His simple and melodic 

ukulele and optimistic yet insightful lyrics create 

something really special. With a unique voice 

comparable to Alex Abert, this album is definitely 

worth a listen. With backup vocals and percussion by 

Cristina Popo and bass and more vocals by Ashton 

Whitt. Can’t wait to hear more from Andrew Stanley.” 

– AINE MACLELLAN 

“Lover Squirrel by Black Molly. A concept 

album about squirrels. If you have ever 

wondered what a blue glass album by 

David Lynch would sound like, this 

is it. It’ll make your heart pound with 

romance, and your belly ache from 

laughter. Beautiful, professionally 

strange.” – NICK RYAN

“Thom Coombes’ New Demos is comprised of songs 

that have already become favourites from recent 

shows Thom has played, as well as some newer, 

more experimental material that is reminiscent 

of a more organic and grounded Postal Service. 

Characterized by ambient noise from Thom’s Tascam 

tape recorder and the unique diction and direction of 

his lyrics, this set of demos is pure gold.”   

– HEATHER NOLAN

“I really like the Family Video album!” 

– THOM COOMBES

“Rhubarb Thieves’ self-titled RPM is a gorgeous 

and dreamy album full of catchy tunes that make a 

perfect soundtrack for going on a long, long drive far 

away from the city. A must-listen for sure!” 

– ALLIE DUFF

 “For me, the stand-out album this year is ERAS by 

Richard Seypka and Don-E Coady. Compelling songs, 

great interplay between two great singers. Play it 

back-to-back with any commercial release. One 

was recorded in a zillion-dollar studio, one in a living 

room, but you won’t hear the difference. That’s RPM 

at its finest!” – ZACH GOUDIE

“The Dilettantes’ Roots and Boots is the RPM album 

I wish I had been part of. These women are so cool 

and their album rocks! The Dilettantes performed live 

on the CBC’s live broadcast from Fred’s Records and 

they were having tons of fun. I fell in love with the 

song Don’t Listen to my Mama.”– ANGELA ANTLE

“St. John’s expat/current Montrealer Justin 

Guzzwell’s RPM this year, Breaking Out In Hives, is 

a weird and queasy collection of snake-like tunes 

that wriggle their way into secret joints in your body 

and prick you with their addictive venom. Clan 

Movement is the jam of the year.”  

– PATRICK CANNING

“Palisades self-titled RPM offers 

what I believe to be the principles 

of a good folk record: stripped-

down arrangements, sincere lyrics, 

and  a perfect kind of cohesion that 

lets the listener fall back and enjoy a proper album. 

Calling inspiration from Nebraska (my favorite 

Springsteen album) Palisades mixes together 

the sparsity of just a handful of instruments with 

uncompromised, genuine vocals creating a very 

successful record. My favourite track, St.Peter the 

Rods Are Bending, integrates all the best pieces of 

the album together, contrasting Louis’ distant slide 

guitar melody with Ryan’s sincere and composed 

voice and acoustic guitar. Take the time to listen to 

this album and I promise you, it will not disappoint.”  

– REUBEN CANNING FINKEL

“Rhubarb Thieves. Both members had been previously 

involved in strong yet sonically opposed projects prior 

to their collaboration -- Reuben had been involved in 

a soaring folk collective chalk with singing string lines 

and soaring vocal harmonies -- while Aaron’s ongoing 

project Fog Lake takes a unique angle on the lo-fi 

pop movement that has recently exploded -- tactfully 

incorporating the pathos of 90s dream pop with the 

lo-fi yet sonically demanding soundscapes prominent 

in shoegaze. Impressively, both musicians have found 

a way to blend these strengths while stripping down 

any unnecessary frills. Aaron, having produced and 

mixed the album, brings his take on nostalgia-based 

sonic design to the table and elevates what would 

have been a solid stand-alone alt-folk album into a 

unique juxtaposition of the austere and the future-

conscious. Reuben’s genuine hand in songwriting and 

unpretentious lyricism seals the deal.”  

– RYAN COLLINS

“I’ve only heard a couple of tracks off it, through the 

lovely folks over at Keep Station Radio, but Sad Tax’s 

Rag Pilot Magfly sounds like another amazing piece 

of work from Patrick Canning. He’s not afraid to try 

new things and he’s always producing really exciting 

and attention-grabbing sounds. When I bumped 

into him at the finish line at Fred’s Records and he 

showed me the artwork he did for his album I was 

floored. Killer stuff as always. Check it out!”  

– STEVE PIKE

“Rhubarb Thieves. A solo project of Reuben CF (East 

of Empire), captured by Aaron Powell (Fog Lake).”  

– STEVE MALONEY

The Dilettantes’ Picks

EPO 
Meghan Marshall featuring the Brothers 
Picco is definitely one of my favourites 
this year. It is comfortable and calm with 
honest lyrics, simple harmonies, and quality 
instrumentation. It’s a Sunday afternoon 
album that’s a whole lot of awesome.
 

L-DUBBZ
Ginger and Tea’s RPM Wild animals is an 
avant-gard, electro-pop, instrumental album 
that is basically the soundtrack to a day in 
the life of a cat. I played it for my grade one 
class and had them act out each song title, 
such as Waking up Owner and The Bird Hunt. 
It was a big hit!
 

TRIXIE
My pick is Demo Daze by Fog Banks. 
Introspective electronica with some hints 
of 80’s synth scattered throughout. My ears 
have found their new crush. 

All of these  
albums are  
available on 

bandcamp.com

Visit our website to download  
two free RPM sampler albums. 

Click the “Sampler Albums”  
tab in our sidebar.

“ROCK” MUSIC WITH DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE
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If there’s one wonderful  

thing music lovers can count  

on loving about our soggy  

St. John’s springs, it’s the 

annual Lawnya Vawnya 

Festival. 

This year’s festival will run from April 24-

27, granting you days and days of dandy 

music, from country to punk, and hometown 

heroes to Polaris Prize winners. The festival 

also runs some great panel discussions, 

workshops, and fairs as well.

The festival, now in its fourth year, was 

founded by David Lander and run with the help 

of sidekicks Mathias Kom and Ariel Sharratt 

of The Burning Hell, all three of whom have 

since moved away, leaving the festival in the 

capable hands of longtime Lawnya Vawnya 

employee Andrea Vincent and local musician 

Bryan Power. “Mathias, Ariel, and Dave all 

mentioned me taking over the festival during 

last year’s Lawnya Vawnya,” says Power, “My 

answer ninety-nine percent of the time was 

‘maybe.’” But late one night that answer was 

upgraded to a solid yes. “Onstage, before last 

year’s Kid Koala show, they made the official 

announcement and here we are.” Power has 

plenty of experience in coordinating events like 

Lawnya Vawnya (which he’s helped out with in 

the past) including The Wreckhouse Jazz and 

Blues Festival, and his three years working 

as logistics director at Mile One Centre. “I can 

plan with the best of them,” he says, “but it’s 

a ton of work. Luckily we have the best team 

of directors around. Seriously. Each one of us 

picks up where the other leaves off.”

Power plans on continuing with the festival’s 

existing vision and mandate. “One of the 

original ideas of the festival was to bring 

musicians to St. John’s, so local acts 

could meet the visiting acts and establish 

relationships which could eventually 

facilitate touring off the island. I don’t think 

people realize that most of the bands that 

come to the festival stay for the entire week. 

All the bands eat together every day, play 

together every night, spend time showing 

each other around the city, and introducing 

them to friends. By Sunday night you’d 

swear they grew up together.”

The festival also provides great exposure 

to local bands in that many of the festival’s 

shows are attended by people who tend not 

to attend late-night barshows – the typical 

venue for most locals acts. “I love the music 

we make here,” Bryan says, genuinely. “I love 

the spirit of community. I love that everyone 

is so good at writing and playing that the bar 

is continuously getting raised. Recently this 

bar has been set by Coach Longlegs, Green 

and Gold, Fog Lake, GALA, Pet Vet – and 

that’s not even close to a few of them.”

Lawnya Vawnya grants local musicians 

the bio-bump of saying they’ve shared the 

stage with a band like By Divine Right or 

Fucked Up, and it helps local bands make 

off-the-island connections that may further 

their careers, but it’s equally of benefit to 

bands from away in garnering new fans 

here on the island and playing in a city 

known to express severe enthusiasm for 

great touring bands. Power claims these 

come-from-away bands “make it very easy 

on us. It’s amazing how many emails we get 

throughout the year from deadly bands who 

want to play the festival.” 

But the festival, like anything, has its 

challenges, and Power cites a lack of mid-

sized venues as his biggest frustration this 

year. “The biggest challenge is finding an 

appropriate venue for the bigger acts we 

want. We were gunning to put Fucked Up 

in Club One but we all know what’s going 

on there. Even Club One wasn’t big enough 

for major headliners. Where would you put 

Built to Spill? My Morning Jacket? Dawes? 

The city is seriously lacking 

in mid-size venues.” 

THURSDAY, APRIL 24

8PM @ ROCKET ROOM (Mellow Goodness)
Snowblink  / Jon Hynes / Peter Lannon

11PM @ THE SHIP (Lively Fun)
By Divine Right / Monomyth / Matthew J Thomson 

11PM @ DISTORTION (Rowdy Good Time)
Kappa Chow / Coach Longlegs / Best Fiends

FRIDAY, APRIL 25

4PM @ EASTERN EDGE 
Independent media panel with Justin Brake,  
Chad Pelley and Justin Davis.

8PM @ ROCKET ROOM
Lawnya Vawnya Talk Show with Music Guru Vish Khanna. 

11PM @ THE SHIP (Lively Fun) 
Burning Hell / Green and Gold / The Lurks

11PM @ DISTORTION (Rowdy Good Time) 
Soupcans / The Famines / Mr Supper

SATURDAY, APRIL 26

12-5PM @ EASTERN EDGE GALLERY
Buy some records and other merchandise at  

Lawnya Vawnya’s Record and Press Fair.

12PM - DOWNTOWN MUSIC CRAWL
Starts at Model Citizens. Take a walkabout downtown and 

stumble on a 10-15 minute set from musicians planted 

around and ready to play upon your arrival. 

4PM - TOURING PANEL @ EASTERN EDGE GALLERY
Artists included in this discussion include Joanna Barker, 

Mathias Kom and Sandy Miranda. Jen Winsor of MusicNL 

will also be on this panel.

8PM @ ROCKET ROOM (Mellow Goodness)

Steve Maloney and the Wandering Kind / Jose Contreras 

(of by Divine Right) / Fog Lake

11PM @ THE SHIP (Good Country Folkin’ Fun)

Banded Stilts / Nick Ferrio and His Feelings /  

Josh Sandu and Andrew Laite 

11PM @ ROCK HOUSE (Synth-sational music)

Diana / GALA / Kelly McMichael and the Gloss

SUNDAY, APRIL 27

12-5PM @ EASTERN  
EDGE GALLERY
Buy some records and other 

merchandise at Lawnya Vawnya’s Record 

and Press Fair.

1PM - PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP 
The photo workshop will be presented by Graham 

Kennedy and Jill Wilcott. It’ll be a talk about getting the 

best band pictures with what you have, even if it’s just 

an iPhone. Consider it a one-hour chat with a chance to 

practice it on the 2 pm crawl.

2PM - QUIDI VIDI MUSIC CRAWL
Starts at The Plantation. Take a walkabout in Quidi Vidi 

and stumble on a 10-15 minute set from musicians 

planted around and ready to play upon your arrival. 

Secret spoiler: among other acts, you’ll see one of 

Newfoundland’s finest songwriters, now living away: 

Steve Haley (Banded Stilts).

10PM @ ROCK HOUSE (Rowdy Good Time)

Fucked Up / Monsterbator / Pet Vet

Festival Schedule  Festival passes 
& event tickets 

available at Fixed 
Coffee & Baking 
on Duckworth

Lawnya  
Vawnya Festival 

Enters Its Fourth 
Year in Capable  

New Hands
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Roots & Boots

BY THE DILETTANTES

The Dilettantes are a genuine three-piece folk trio, full of 

musical swagger, and dripping wet with authenticity. Roots 

and Boots is packed with banjo, mandolin, and doo-wop 

back-up harmonies, and the sentiments every good folk 

song is built from, although some of the album leans a little 

to the bad ass side. Take “Rabbit Fur Coat,” about a woman 

encouraging a man to make a move on her, on account of the 

brazen attitude her new rabbit fur coat has granted her, or, one 

of the album’s blazing stand-outs, “Don’t Listen to My Mama” 

about loving a man who’s “bad and bold and don’t do as he’s 

told.” And these ladies can sing, something fierce, and they 

belt it right out of them adding even more charge and voltage 

to the delivery of these rollicking songs. It’s nice, too, that they 

share vocal and/or songwriting duties evenly, because having 

an ever-changing predominate voice helps distinguish one 

song from the next. This album will go down as one of 2014’s 

best country-folk recordings of the year out of Newfoundland. 

These women sound like they’ve marched right out of 

another era; Roots and Boots has the sound of a sepia-toned 

photograph – of an old tavern – coming to life and telling its 

stories of strong, admirable women who know what they 

want from life, because they’ve seen and done it all by 

now. This is one hell of a musically talented city, 

but The Dilettantes have a way of making so 

many other bands sound like they’re trying too 

hard to conjure this kind of natural feel. And 

like any good band: you wanna catch them  

live to really appreciate them.

HEAVY

Witness

BY THE COMBINE

Tight, loud, and basically perfect: it’s hard to imagine another 

local metal band will release an album this good this year. In 

fact, Witness would stand up to any heavy Canadian album 

of 2014. Every song packs its own punch, and takes you on 

its own musical ride, meandering through many tempos and 

tones. Great musicianship marks the album, and you can 

tell this is no rush job. There is no filler on Witness; every 

song is satisfying and well-built. The drummer knows how 

to make a song move and feel alive, and the guitar work isn’t 

looking to wank off, but rather, suit the song, and it does 

that to marvellous effect. These are skilled musicians and it 

shows: the true strength of the album is its song structures, 

the music itself, and the band’s chemistry and talent with 

their respective instruments. The vocal range on the album 

is also extremely impressive, from a deep, unhuman growl 

that’s more bad-ass than missus from The Excorcist, to its 

great, straight-up singing voice in general. And the polished 

recording job was worth every penny they paid for it. This is 

first-rate metal and a fabulous recording. The band, and their 

well-earned fans, should be very happy with this. Pick up a 

copy at Fred’s Records or HMV.

 Great musicianship 
marks the album, 
and you can tell this 
is no rush job.

DOWNBEAT 

Welcome to 
the Cave 

BY THE GLOWING GOLDSTONES

This is a fabulous, transfixing 
listening experience, and it’s 
easily one of the year’s best 
RPM albums. 

The Glowing Goldstones is a project of Nick Hopkins, and his 

second album under the moniker. Welcome to the Cave was 

co-mixed and mastered with the help of local lo-fi sensation 

Aaron Powell (Fog Lake). What they’ve produced here is an 

ambient breed of music self-described as spacefolk. Every 

song has the lazy ache of Sunday morning music. These tracks 

are light, quiet, and evocative, and the album’s production has 

created a sound that’s so uniquely washed out it sounds as if 

you’re listening to it under water, relaxed, in a bath: Hopkins’ 

music washes over you like an emotive dream. There are 

plenty of predominantly instrumental tracks here too, and 

its other songs house indiscernible lyrics, or simple ohs and 

ahs, that act less as a traditional use of vocals and more 

like another thread of sonic texture in the album’s hypnotic 

pattern of sound. And hypnotic is the right descriptor for the 

album. This is a fabulous, transfixing listening experience, and 

it’s easily one of the year’s best RPM albums. The album is 

shimmering with a moody, ethereal breeze, and you can have 

this great record for zero dollars, or “Name Your Price,” as it’s 

on Bandcamp for exactly that, and worth much more.  
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Newfoundland’s most innovative theatre organization, Poverty 

Cove Theatre Company, will be pulling off their latest production at the Guv’nor Inn on 

Elizabeth Avenue this month. If that strikes you as a strange place for a play, that’s 

precisely why they’re doing it there. Their mandate is to “alter the perceptions of where 

theatre happens, and what theatre is.” Poverty Cove Theatre Company is run by two 

notably driven women with impressive bios – Megan Coles and Shannon Hawes. While 

others in the local theatre community complained about the city’s lack of venues for 

plays, these two were innovative enough to see opportunity in that challenge, and have, 

since their epiphany, been seeking out “experimental new work that lends itself to site-

specific theatre.” Their bright vision solves the problem of a lack of theatre venues in 

town, and it also adds much appeal and interest to their plays. 

After a string of well-received plays, including Our Eliza and The Battery, Coles and 

Hawes are set to pull off their first independent production this April. Shannon Hawes 

will be directing the play, and feels it is incredibly important they not only maintain, 

but build on the level of quality their shows have exhibited in the past. Coles adds 

that “Rabbit Rabbit will be executing on our company mandate in ways that the other 

productions were unable to. It is a very dark, funny, demanding piece that explores 

subject matter that is incredibly relevant to our city.” Dark indeed, Rabbit Rabbit features 

a pedophilic clown and an underage prostitute. Written by Amy Lee Lavoie, Rabbit 

Rabbit premiered with Infinitheatre, and earned Lavoie the Revelation Award. It has 

been very well-received in other provinces. The Montreal Mirror, for example, said  

she “found the beauty and poetry in the profane,” and called it “a corrosive blast  

to nice, safe, small theatre.”

Amy Lee wrote the play as part of a writing assignment during her time at The National 

Theatre School of Canada. “In the first month of my first year as a playwriting student 

(2007), the instructor asked us to write down a few contrasting characters and put 

them in a hat. I drew four; a retired truck driver, a queen bitch wearing red lipstick, a 

shy prostitute, and finally, a pedophilic birthday clown. I loved creating a world for these 

people to belong to, however dark.”While she jokes 

that “I didn’t choose to write about a pedophilic 

clown at all,” since a random draw stuck her with 

the character, Lavoie does note that the decision to 

keep going once she had written Larry was all hers. 

“It’s uncomfortable. It’s tragic, terrifying, unthinkable, 

damaging, absurd, sad, maddening and perhaps the 

greatest taboo of all; excellent fodder for a play, no?”

You’ve been stationed out of 
Peterborough, St. John’s, and now 
Germany. How’s it been, over there,  
since you left us? What’s new with 
Mathias and Ariel? Any highlights since 
your St. John’s departure? The MoFo 
Festival in Paris perhaps? 
ARIEL: Things have been good! We’ve missed 

St. John’s, but frankly we’ve been pretty happy 

to have had the most mild winter of our lives 

over here. The MoFo Festival was very nice, 

especially since if you can put a smile on the 

face of a Parisian hipster you can feel pretty 

sure that you’ve done something good in this 

world. We’ve been collaborating with a lot 

of musical friends on this side of the ocean, 

which has been a highlight.

Have you learned much of the amazing 
German language? Got a favourite 
German word? 
ARIEL: Mathias is better than I am, but 

we’re stumbling towards at least knowing 

what people are saying to us, if not always 

being able to respond in fully conjugated 

sentences. My favourite German words are 

“weltschmerz” and “lebensmüde” which 

literally translated mean “world-pain” and 

“living-tired” respectively. 

And what happened in the Yukon  
this October, the Headless Owl and  
You’ve Changed collaboration, Could  

you explain that?
MATHIAS: Headless Owl and You’ve Changed 

Records each brought a handful of their roster 

up to the Yukon to spend a week collaborating 

on a recording and playing two showcases, 

in Whitehorse and Dawson City. Each artist 

wrote one new song for the record, and chose 

a ‘band’ from among the other musicians. It 

was an inspiring collaboration and a whole 

lot of fun. The record, Northern Registers, 

will be jointly released by You’ve Changed and 

Headless Owl this summer.

What was it about Newfoundland that 
made you base yourselves out of here  
for a while? Being an isolated island of 
small population, it’s certainly no  
place to advance a music career.
ARIEL: Well, you also don’t spend a lot of 

time touring in Italy and Greece if you want 

to advance a music career, I guess. We 

have developed a habit of making decisions 

based mostly on ‘fun’ and St. John’s always 

seemed like a very fun place to live. Anyway, 

it’s creatively fulfilling to live in a place where 

people are so willing to take part in new things 

and get on board with new ideas. So in that 

sense, it’s a great place for a music career.

How does it feel to know you’re  
clearly one of the most anticipated shows 
of Lawnya Vawnya, in a city you used to 
call home?

MIC TO MIC

The Burning Hell on  
Going Away & Coming Back
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April is a Hopping Month 
for Poverty Cove Theatre

Catch Rabbit  
Rabbit April 30th  
to May 4th @ 8pm

or Sunday @  
2pm.  

ARIEL: Well I don’t know about that. But since 

Mathias and I (and Dave Lander) have spent 

every other Lawnya Vawnya running around 

feeling stressed, I can tell you I am beyond 

excited to be on the playing, enjoying, friend-

visiting end of things this year!

MATHIAS: I’m really excited about playing 

that show – it will be the first time 

Ariel and I have been reunited 

with the rest of the band since 

last summer, and our first St. 

John’s show in a year!

WEARE
THEBURNING

HELL.COM
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Wright’s delivery is hilarious, filler-free, and 

marked by the best traits of his discipline: 

sharp wit paired with an even sharper insight 

into the murky depths of humanity. He’s as 

funny as they say, and he’s on a roll. 

Tell us about the Yuk Yuk’s “Funniest 
Newfoundlander” contest that you placed 
2nd in. When was it, and is it true it was 
your very first show?
It was a three round professional/amateur 

stand-up contest at Yuk Yuk’s in March 2011. 

I think there was like twenty comedians in it. 

There were five or six of us who were trying 

it for the first time. A lot of them I haven’t 

seen for a long time. I didn’t want to start in 

a contest but I’d already delayed getting on 

stage (terrified) for a year, so I kind of just 

wanted to rip the Band-aid off. So, the first 

round of the contest was my first night, then 

there was the semis and the finals which was 

my third show. My friend Shaun Burton beat 

me. He’s hilarious (@shaunbah). Actually, out 

of six of us in the finals, me and another girl 

were first timers. She wore glasses and talked 

about poop. I haven’t seen her since.

Speaking of Yuk Yuk’s, your hour-long 
special, “Quarter Century,” was one of 
their top selling shows in 2013. Not bad, 
champ. Tell us a little about that. You 
must have been happy with its reception?
I was super happy. I do feel like I cheated a little 

because I did it a week before my birthday (a lot 

of the material was thematically driven by 

an exit from university and a mediocre attempt 

at adulthood) so I’m sure lots of my friends 

came as a birthday gift. Either way, we had a 

huge turnout and the shows were a laugh. I’m 

actually going to start releasing some of that 

material to YouTube soon.

You were chosen to succeed Johnny 

Harris as the host of the U-Rock Awards, 

did that feel like big shoes to fill, or did 

it just feel amazing? Are you a Johnny 

Harris fan? Can you name a few local 

comedians you admire, and/or, a few 

comedians in general, dead or alive?

I definitely am a fan. He has a Comedy Now 

special on YouTube which is really good. Very 

clever. Great writing. I wasn’t worried about 

filling his shoes because I don’t have any 

delusions that I’m at his level. I was just happy 

to be involved and have a reason to buy a suit.

George Price (who has since retired) and Steve 

Coombs have been my biggest influences 

locally. They’ve helped me so much in getting 

started. The whole scene is very supportive, 

honestly. Everybody gets along and likes 

hanging out, which lets you focus your time into 

working on your stuff. It’s great. I think people 

would be very impressed with the stand up 

scene so, Chad, if you want to plug @DiesAtYou 

as a resource for NL comedy promotion, that’d 

be great. Mitch Hedberg is always the first name 

that comes to my mind. The fact that all of his 

stuff is still completely relevant and hilarious is 

incredible. Someone told me once that comedy 

is looking at normal things through the eyes of a 

child. I agree 100%. Mitch Hedberg is that. He’s 

quite dead though.

You’ve been garnering high praise, really 

fast, around town. Is that kind of positive 

reinforcement particularly critical in your 

field? Or would you be doing this even if 

no one was laughing?

Thanks. I’m very grateful for the support. 

Ironically I do this a lot when no one is 

laughing. The bigger shows are a ton of 

fun, but you often forget you spend most of 

your time at open mics where there’s three 

people who are on VLTs and not interested in 

anything that isn’t a diagonal line of cherries. 

It’s a lot of writing/rewriting/falling on your 

face to try to get out thoughts that people 

connect with. It’s fun. I hope I don’t sound like 

I’m complaining. It’s my favourite thing.

How, When, Why, and Where did you 
share an event with Randy and Lahey of 
the Trailer Park Boys? 
They do a live sketch/song/prop comedy 

show. I was there to warm up the crowd and 

introduce them and Luke Lawrence, who was 

also on the show. We did shows in St. John’s 

and then drove to Corner Brook the next day. 

If anyone hasn’t driven ten hours hungover to 

do a show for people who aren’t interested 

in anything non Trailer Park Boys, I highly 

recommend it. They were fun shows though. 

Nice guys. Randy especially was a ton of fun. 

What about the opposite of all this fun? 
What’s the worst aspect of this stand-up 
comedian bit?
If you’re a musician and you write an 

incredible song people want to hear it over 

and over. If you’re a comedian and you write 

an incredible joke the magic wears off a little 

with every listen.

Tell us all about Vasectomy Baby?
It’s a comedy album I recorded at The Republic 

at the end February 2014. A lot of it is 

material about how I was a vasectomy baby 

(true). I have an awesome and supportive 

family but there’s a ten-to-fifteen year gap 

between my siblings, and I so it made for 

a lot of interesting situations. Most of the 

material stems from that, my first couple 

of years in comedy, and the previously 

mentioned Quarter Century material. I’m 

really proud of it. I hope people will enjoy it. 

Oh, and Heavyweather / Keep Station/ good 

fellah Justin Davis did the sound. Deadly job. 

He was on the cover of the last issue of The 

Overcast. Why am I giving him more press? 

Justin, if you’re reading this, you suck.

Where can we get it?
My website: mattwrightcomedy.com will have 

all the info. Follow me on twitter to keep up. 

The release date is May 3rd. 

How did you get involved in the new 
webseries, Buy the Boards?
I did a show in Gander with Luke Lawrence and 

Jason Card. Luke’s mom Ruth (who created/

writes/directs) came to the show. His mom and 

my mom had a comedy mom chat, it was cute. 

Anyway, she asked me if I wanted to come on 

board to act and write in this web series we were 

developing. It was an awesome experience. 

We actually filmed during the hashtag Dark NL 

blackouts. Was wild. If you wanna check it out 

while you’re hiding in the bathroom at work you 

can find it at buy-the-boards.com.

Is acting and writing for the  
screen something you’re interested  
in doing more of? 
Yeah! I actually got into comedy because 

I was tired of waiting so long to get feedback 

on writing. Anyway, I wrote and directed a 

short film called “Phantom Ring” with Justin 

Nurse and Janelle Hickey. I’m applying for 

festivals with that as we speak. I’m at the 

writing stages of this weird afterlife comedy 

short now, too. And we’re doing some 

more sketches.

Matt Wright 
Lighting Up 
Local Comedy 
Scene

Local comedian Matt 

Wright is quickly slipping 

into shoes once filled 

by the likes of Shaun 

Majumder and Johnny 

Harris before him. 

 Someone told me  
once that comedy is 

looking at normal 
things through the  

eyes of a child.
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The Vantage  
of Filming  
in Newfoundland 
and Labrador  
 
BY MICHELE BOWES

For twenty-five years, Morag 

Loves Company has been 

producing topical dramatic 

and documentary films in 

Newfoundland in collaboration 

with Newfoundland writers 

and actors, such as Random 

Passage (2002) and Love and 

Savagery (2009).  

Earlier this month the Academy of Canadian 

Cinema and Television recognized Morag 

Loves Company’s film The Grand Seduction 

with four nominations in the 2014 Canadian 

Screen Awards which aired on CBC Television 

on Sunday, March 9.  Gordon Pinsent won 

in the category of Performance by an Actor 

in a Supporting Role. The movie was filmed 

in Trinity Bight, Port Rexton, Red Cliff and 

New Bonaventure, and captured the story of 

a fictitious outport community, Tickle Head, 

whose economic future hinges on luring a 

doctor to stay in their community. The film 

stars Taylor Kitsch, Brendon Glesson, Liane 

Balaban, Gordon Pinsent, Mark Critch, and 

Mary Walsh.  The Grand Seduction premiered 

at the 2013 Toronto Film Festival and will 

be released this spring across Canada with US 

and UK releases as well.  Critic Monika Bartyzel 

of The Week described The Grand Seduction 

as a “film overflowing with charm.”  Barbara 

Doran said Morag Loves Company was 

“absolutely delighted with Gordon Pinsent’s 

win; he is beloved across this country and 

he did such a fantastic job.” Morag Loves 

Company is currently developing a feature 

with co-producer Kevin Tierney (Bon Cop, 

Bad Cop), titled Ben and Jerry. This is not an 

Ice Cream Movie, but rather a buddy road trip 

film with a twist.  Also in development is the 

film adaptation of Chad Pelley’s debut novel 

Away from Everywhere, written and directed 

by Mark Hoffe and co-produced by Barbara 

Doran and Brad Gover.  Barbara Doran says 

of filming in Newfoundland, “You can’t do 

better, the beautiful coastline, traditional 

communities which are culturally intact; it 

is the unique material culture and vernacular 

architecture of stages and stores, houses and 

boats, that makes us different. That aesthetic 

is proportioned, practical and colourful.” It 

translates to film and captivates viewers. 

Doran gravitates toward films which convey the 

specifics of Newfoundland culture in universal 

themes with infectious laughter.  Films 

delivering their message, but which also 

entertain. Late this summer Morag Loves 

Company and Gala Films begin filming another 

production, this time in a farmer’s field outside 

St John’s, where they will reenact the Battle 

of Beaumont Hamel on July 1, 1916. They will 

be employing the methodology of the CBC and 

Gala Films’ production of The Great War (2007). 

The film, Newfoundland at Armageddon, is 

enlisting the help of descendants of soldiers, 

nurses, and medics, to train them to reenact 

the Newfoundland Regiment’s advance on the 

Germans, which lasted twenty-two minutes 

and had a casualty rate of ninety percent. Doran 

described a reenactment as a “dramatic and 

emotionally charged way to tell the story.”

Author Michael Crummey is writing the stories 

of life on the homefront, while Brian McKenna 

will be writing and directing the film. Like 

Morag Loves Company’s other productions, 

Newfoundland at Armageddon communicates 

our history by providing a vantage point to 

comprehend what it is that we gave up “in the 

misguided quest for modernity.”

Visual & Performance Arts

Pony 
Locale
pilates
massage
kinesiology

ponylocale.ca
120 Lemarchant Rd

Yoga
Kim Robertson

with
smartphone app
for walkers

Avalon 
Homeopathy

Tara Jensen
Registered Homeopath

DCHM, RHom, DCSHom

Enhancing & 
Maintaining Health

•  Only fully accredited Classical 
 Homeopath in St. John’s
•  Can be used as a compliment 
	 to	conventional	treatments
•		 Truly	holistic	and	individual		
	 approach	for	patients	of	all	ages
•		 Treating	disease	at	the	source	
 for permanent and complete results
•  Works in harmony with 
 your immune system
•  All natural remedies, no chemicals  
	 or	side-effects

753-0155  •  avalon-homeopathy.appspot.com 
IN AVALON LASER HEALTH (12 GLENEYERE STREET)
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A Colourful Life

BY MARTIN POOLE

As John Ruskin wrote in  

The Stones of Venice, “The 

purest and most thoughtful 

minds are those which love 

colour the most.”

Kathy Oke, a local to St. John’s and recent 

graduate of Grenfell’s Visual Art program, has 

taken this notion a step further, by including 

the photographer in a profound sense. Oke’s 

photographs are meticulously composed, 

urging us to consider these images at their 

point of creation. It is her chosen subject 

matter that speaks of a larger story, which is 

the deft stroke of any refined photographer.

For some it is the objects contained within a 

photograph that marks its value. However, 

Oke’s photography extends beyond mere 

fetishization of chosen moments, through 

a process of distorting vital elements which 

adds a temporal flux to an otherwise static 

image. This process evokes more than a 

topical rendering of the image, for it allows 

the viewer to establish an interest that 

extends beyond the discernible elements.

Oke teases ordinary colours and settings 

into narration, by virtue of her compositions 

which are an unconventional use of colour 

and content. This effect conveys a subjective 

dimension; a brief glimpse into a rusty 

memory; a sudden burst of spontaneity; all 

of which are representations that exceed the 

conventional use of photography. It is in Oke’s 

capturing of an unlikely colour field, which 

resembles digital corruption that lends life to 

her images. It is for this reason that Oke is able 

to capture memories in a very organic sense, 

for memories are usually composed of detailed 

and faded elements. Oke’s energizing of 

ordinary colours and specific 

objects similarly adds to the 

nostalgia of these images.

Oke’s stimulus is sometimes 

depicted from unknown regions, as delineated 

contours of colourful motion upon a murky 

background, or lush plant-life rendered 

with jutting colours revealing an abstract 

geometry. Sometimes her subjects are 

seemingly uneventful, as ripples on a pond 

chromatically enhanced and resembling 

fingerprints, a dislocated image of a 

sunbather, or a self-portrait which speaks 

only to the artist herself. By using these 

sensuous unknowns Oke proves that vital 

photography does not need to be derived  

from commonplace events that we can  

associate with. Kathy Oke’s  

work can be viewed at 

kathyokeart.com 

Breakwater 
Books Releases 
New Collection 
from Critically 
Acclaimed Author 
Nicholas Ruddock

An Ontario-based author with 

a Newfoundland connection, 

Nicholas Ruddock is best 

known for his highly original 

novel, The Parabolist (Double 

Day, 2010), dubbed by its 

publisher as a “searingly 

smart and funny novel about 

murder, sex, the medical 

establishment, poetry and 

vigilante justice on the streets 

of Toronto in 1975.” 

His latest book is a collection of short 

stories, called How Loveta Got Her Baby. 

Ruddock is equally well-known for his 

prowess at short fiction – he’s had more 

than twenty pieces published in reputable 

literary journals. As well, his story “How 

Eunice Got Her Baby” was a finalist for 

the 2007 Journey Prize (having made the 

volume 19 anthology). “How Eunice Got Her 

Baby” has also been produced as a film, 

which is perhaps the ultimate compliment 

a piece of writing can receive – someone 

is willing to spend a lot of time and money 

on your words. The film has been shown 

twice, in Newfoundland, at both the Nickel 

and the St. John’s 

International 

Women’s  

Film Festival. 

Now, if you’re 

paying attention, 

you’re probably wondering 

why his new collection is called How 

Loveta Got her baby, if his acclaimed story 

was called How Eunice Got Her baby. The 

answer is that three of 

the collection’s pieces 

are about the atypical 

manner in which their 

female characters “got 

their babies.” 

Ruddock’s connection to 

Newfoundland – where 

most of these stories 

take place – dates 

back to 1969. He is a 

medical doctor, one who 

thinks that he and his 

doctor-author cohorts might be attracted to 

medicine rather than the other way around. 

“It’s a life full of all the trying moments from 

birth to death, so you get to learn a lot, 

particularly about bravery and optimism, 

qualities shared by the fictional characters in 

the book. Writers try to get to the “heart of 

the matter”; doctors can be there day after 

day if they pay the right kind of attention. So 

they go hand in hand, the two professions.” 

At the ripe young age of twenty-three, 

Ruddock applied for an internship here and 

was accepted. “The plane landed over a 

stormy sea and that was it 

for me. I was in town for two 

years before going to Fortune 

Bay as District Medical 

Officer. The south coast was 

then accessible only by boat. 

Being incapable of living on 

my own in a practical way, I 

was pretty much adopted by 

Tom and Martha Keeping of 

Belleoram for the next two 

years. He was the singer 

in the local trad band. To 

say Newfoundland was full of memorable 

experiences would be an understatement. 

How Loveta Got Her Baby, the book, has 

a strong sense of community that springs 

directly from those times and places.” 

Stylistically, there’s some risks taken in this 

book, particularly the suite of very short 

short stories, or as Ruddock says, “the 

three stories that are ninety-nine percent 

dialogue with unnamed speakers. So it’s 

a postmodern book clothed in a classical 

prose and structure. Straightforward 

writing, but a lot unspoken.”

Straightforward 
writing, but a  
lot unspoken.
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Now she was standing on her 
sneakers in the bathroom stall, 
mashing the heels into the soles, 
shimmying her wet jeans down 
toward her ankles. She put her 
panties in a small Ziploc bag. 

She squeezed the sides of her cell phone and 

the screen lit up with the time. She smelled 

the opening of the bag before she sealed it. It 

was a smotheringly human smell.

* * *    

Dennis had gotten warm using the chainsaw, 

taken off his jacket and tossed it into the 

snowy branches of a fir tree. Kayla didn’t 

realize how much strength it took to make 

the blade dip into a junk of wood until she 

tried it herself. The first time she brought 

the saw down on a log it bounced back up at 

her. Dennis pushed a palm into her chest and 

moved her away from the sawhorse. 

“That’s how you cut your face in half,” He 

told her. The chain had ripped the bark away 

where it hit and the scratch showed the damp 

yellow flesh of the log. As the roar of the 

saw quieted they heard his phone jingling in 

his pocket. His niece was calling to say she 

needed a ride to the hospital because her 

water had just broke. He said, “Ok, we’re 

coming. We’re coming right now. Just wear 

what you’re wearing, we can be there in seven 

minutes. You can’t wait for the dryer to be 

done. Okay.” He closed the phone and held it 

in his fist,  “She says leave in half an hour.” 

The next time, she made the saw travel all 

the way through. Dennis nestled a skinny 

tree with all its branches sheared off into the 

arms of the sawhorse. Forcing the saw into the 

wood sent vibrations through her arms. Dennis 

stood behind her and held her shoulders 

straight. She wanted to do it by herself but she 

also felt like she might lose control of the saw 

without his help. “Good, now straighten up, 

pull it out of the wood and bring it down again.” 

Finally a junk fell off the end.

 

* * *
Kayla had to consult an illuminated map of 

the mall to find the food court. She had the 

plastic baggy in the pocket of her jeans. It 

was a visible, tumor-like bulge in her tight 

jeans. She saw the man as she was going 

down the escalator. His email had said he 

would be wearing a Habs Jersey over a blue 

winter coat. He had a cardboard boat of 

fries and a tall drink on a cafeteria tray. She 

was ten minutes early. She stood still as 

the escalator sank down into the cafeteria. 

She waited till the metal teeth of the step in 

front of her glided into the floor before she 

stepped off. Her hand left a sweaty print on 

the rubber rail. She headed for the bathroom 

and nearly banged into a girl with a tray of 

cheese samples. The girl held the tray away 

from herself on a flat palm. It was covered in 

tiny paper cups, each with a cube of cheese. 

On one side of the tray, napkins were stacked 

with little pile of toothpicks on top. The girl 

held up a paper cup with a perfectly diced 

block of white cheese. Kayla took the cup.

* * *  

An arc of sawdust flew out behind the saw 

as he eased the chain into the trunk. Chunks 

of sinuous wood came away in the shape of 

slices of cake. He held up a wedge of the trunk 

for her to see, the saw still churning in his 

other hand. Kayla walked towards him. The 

steady whirr of the machine’s engine filled the 

air. Closer to Dennis the ground was covered 

in the gold innards of the tree. Dennis’ vest 

was also sprinkled in powdery sawdust. The 

slice of log was full of circular holes where 

tiny creatures had chewed through. The part 

closest to the centre of the tree was rotting 

and turning into velvety soil. “Wood ants,” he 

said, speaking over the saw, “Isn’t that pretty? 

See the tunnels?”

Kayla nodded, she reached up to touch the 

damp soil. Dennis leaned away from her, he 

held the saw up by its bright orange handle.

“Careful.”

He turned and flung the wood into the forest. 

“Watch the dog, ok?” He pointed a finger  

at the dog and then at Kayla, “Go over to 

Kayla. Sit.”

The dog walked over to Kayla with its head 

bent, ears flattened against its skull. It lay 

down on its belly next to her in the snow.

* * *
The man was younger than she’d expected, 

he looked like he might be in his late thirties. 

He was bald with a little goatee. She saw him 

trying to decide if it was her as she walked 

toward his table. She sat down across from 

him and he smiled. She patted the phone in 

her coat pocket. 

* * *
She kept her contact lenses in an espresso cup 

on the arm of Dennis’ futon. Without them she 

had to hold a book almost against her nose to 

read. From across a room people’s faces were 

featureless except for the two dark holes where 

their eyes were. Dennis leaned into her face.

“Can you see me now?”

“If I squint, you’re still fuzzy.”

“Now?” He brought his face very close to hers. 

She pressed her nose into his. 

“Now I can.”

* * *
The table to their left was empty, on their 

right was a young Indian couple in matching 

Gortex jackets. They had a baby stroller pulled 

up next to their table. The woman was pulling 

the stroller slowly back and forth by the little 

tray on front with one hand and picking bits of 

chicken out of her stir fry with the other. 

“Hi, I’m Brian. ” He was pale and his face was 

chubby. A thin strip of sagging flesh hung 

from his chin like a bicycle helmet strap. But 

he wasn’t hideous. 

 

She was about to say her name but she 

caught herself. She had the little bag in her 

lap. The Indian woman put a piece of chicken 

in her mouth. Kayla kept her feet bent under 

her seat so there was no chance of her feet 

touching his.

“Hi,” she said.

He pushed the tray towards her. His  

elbows were on the table, the cuffs of his 

jacket were dirty. “Want a fry? I can buy you 

your own if you want.”

“No, thanks,” she lifted the bag on to the  

table but kept her hand on top of it.  

“Do you have the money?”

Eva is completing a masters in English at Memorial, she enjoys lane swimming, nail polish and wearing thongs.
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We’ll publish one a month, and all will be 

eligible for the $10,000 Journey Prize. 

Stories must be less than 1,800 words 

and previously unpublished in a  

book or literary journal. 

submissions@theovercast.ca

Submit your 
short stories!

“Yup. Sixty?” He took out his wallet and 

counted out three twenties and then a five. 

“And here, a tip for being on time.”

She took her hand off the bag. He took the 

little packet. “Ok, well, thanks,” she found that 

her chair was bolted to the floor and she had 

to swivel her hips to get up. She tried to sense 

if he was watching  as she walked away. 

* * *  

She had gone with Dennis to visit Leslie in 

the hospital. Leslie was wearing a hoody in 

the hospital bed. The baby was asleep in her 

arms. She was watching a home decorating 

show. Kayla noticed how small Leslie’s hips 

were. How could a whole baby have passed 

through them?

Leslie pointed to a casserole dish on the 

windowsill. There was a sheet of tinfoil that 

had been crumpled and smoothed out again 

resting on top of it. “That’s macaroni Dan’s 

mom brought. You can have some if you want. 

There’s a fork here, still in the wrapper.”      

                                                          

She held up a beige fork in a sealed plastic 

sleeve. Dennis lifted the tinfoil and looked 

under it. “Do you want to hold her?” 

Kayla realized Leslie was asking her. She bent 

over and took the baby in her arms. It pressed 

its forehead into her breast. It’s mouth opened 

and closed like a guppy’s, looking for a nipple. 

Leslie and Dennis were talking about Leslie’s 

boyfriend. The baby lifted one warm sleepy 

palm and laid it flat against Kayla’s collarbone. 

Dennis picked a macaroni noodle covered in 

browned breadcrumbs out of the casserole 

with his fingers and ate it. 

The boyfriend drove a tractor-trailer. He 

brought milk all up and down the shore. He 

would leave for work at three or four in the 

morning and watch the sun come up through 

the windshield. Leslie said she had gone with 

him for the ride once. “For a long time before 

you could actually see the sun there was just 

this shimmer growing at the end of highway. 

It was beautiful.“

Kayla wondered if Leslie was sedated. She 

glanced up and saw that Dennis had been 

watching her face, measuring her reaction. 

In the car he said, “What did you think about 

that? How did it feel holding a brand new 

baby, huh?”

Snow was swirling around the car. He was 

holding the steering wheel, looking out over 

the parking lot and smiling. She cracked the 

window and lit a cigarette.

* * *   

Kayla took the escalator steps three at a time 

out of the food court. She rode the bus home 

without underwear. The rain had made her 

hair frizz and curl. She held the bills tight in 

her hand until her fingers felt sweaty and then 

she put them in her pocket.

* * *
They were sitting on the futon when she said 

she wanted to break up. He sat still for a very 

long time.  

 

“Why?” He sounded confused. 

“I just want to. ”

Then he lifted a hand and slapped the 

espresso cup onto the floor. There was a 

splashing noise when the saline solution 

hit the floor. The cup split in two. The dog 

whimpered. Kayla got up and left the house.

* * *   

She wanted to call Dennis but she didn’t. 

There was an email from the panties guy. He 

wanted to meet again, as soon as possible. 

He was willing to pay double for a second 

pair. She let the mouse hover over the delete 

button for a moment. Then she went and 

opened her underwear drawer. 

* * *     

Dennis had put his palms flat against the 

trunk of the tree, his right leg was bent at 

the knee and the left was stretched out long 

behind him. There were drips of sweat on his 

moustache. Dennis hugged the tree and pulled 

it toward him, then pushed it again. It took 

all of his strength just to make it sway. Then 

fibers at the base snapped away from each 

other and the tree fell to the ground. There 

was a severed log and a spikey stump with a 

spray of gold dust surrounding it.

AUDITIONS: MAY 3-4

The Taming of  the Shrew
Directed by Jenn Deon 

Performing Jul 6 - Aug 11 in Bannerman Park

All’s Well That Ends Well
Directed by Paul Rowe 

Performing Jul 18 - Aug 16 at Signal Hill NHS

Other casting opportunities also available
- visit our website for full details at

shakespearebytheseafestival.com

22nd annual Shakespeare by the Sea Festival
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Books

Paul Bowdring 
Wins the $10,000 
Winterset Award 
for Excellence in 
NL Writing 

When his novel appeared on 

the Winterset Award shortlist, 

alongside two local literary 

legends – poet Carmelita 

McGrath (Escape Velocity) and 

the queen of Newfoundland 

fiction, Lisa Moore (Caught) 

– Paul Bowdring was exactly 

what you call an underdog. 

There is always pressure on a jury to award 

the big guns for being big guns, and Escape 

Velocity and Caught happen to be stellar, 

striking reads that received significant acclaim 

this year. Moore was up for both the Giller 

Prize and the Rogers Writers Trust award, for 

example. Calling Bowdring the underdog on 

the shortlist is of course not to slight Paul, he 

is an accomplished and talented writer, and 

The Strangers’ Gallery confirms it. His win is 

merely more triumphant considering whom 

he was up against. He himself agrees, having 

said, at the award ceremony, that he was 

particularly grateful to win because he’d read 

both Moore and McGrath’s books and found 

them to be “very, very fine.” 

What makes literary awards 

more exciting than music 

awards is the fact they at 

least try and be more about 

artistic merit than popularity. 

Paul, now Newfoundland’s 

fourteenth winner of the Winterset 

Award for Excellence in Newfoundland 

Writing, is certainly deserving of the attention 

an award win can grant an author, and he also 

gets to enjoy the ten thousand dollars that 

just fell into his lap. The bump to his writer’s 

bio should also help him place his next book 

with a nice offer from a publisher. Should you 

be a publisher reading this – Bowdring has 

recently completed a first draft of his fourth 

novel.

Paul is the author of two previous novels, one 

of which, The Night Season, was broadcasted 

nationally on CBC’s Between the Covers. 

Bowdring hails from Bell Island, and was 

a founding member and past president of 

the Writers’ Alliance of Newfoundland and 

Labrador. He also served eight years as 

co-editor of TickleAce (Riddle 

Fence’s predecessor) and is 

currently an associate editor 

with one of the country’s finest 

literary journals, The Fiddlehead.  

The Strangers’ Gallery tells the 

story of a St. John’s archivist 

and art-enthusiast turned truck 

driver, who is taken with his 

neighbour, a teacher and artist 

named Miranda. His name 

is Michael Lowe, and his 

life is “turned on its head 

when a Dutch acquaintance, 

Anton Aalders, arrives on 

his doorstep in 1995.” Anton 

is searching for a father he 

never met – a Newfoundland 

soldier from the Second World War. Another 

pivotal character in the novel is “rabble-rouser 

and ardent Newfoundland patriot Brendan 

Harnett,” who is “only too eager to teach 

Anton – and Michael – the shameful, forgotten 

history (as he sees it) of the lost country of 

Newfoundland.” Harnett, a Newfoundland 

patriot, is, as Joan Sullivan put it in The 

Telegram, “relentless in his denunciation of 

all that befell Newfoundland in 1933, and 

those he holds responsible for it.” The notion 

of what could have been, for Newfoundland, 

had its political history unfolded differently is 

something the author himself often ponders.

Local author and creative writing professor 

Larry Mathews endorsed the novel, claiming it 

would “confirm Paul Bowdring’s reputation as 

one of the most insightful, witty, and readable 

Newfoundland writers of his 

generation.” 

He went on to call it “An elegy for 

a certain vision of Newfoundland, 

an examination of the way in 

which the past, both collective 

and personal, impinges upon the 

present, and a meditation on the 

ways in which we give meaning 

to our lives.”

Michael Winter  
This All Happened

Michael Crummey  
The River Thieves

Joan Clark  
The Word for Home

Robert Mellin  
Tilting

Edward Riche  
The Nine Planets

Joan Clark  
An Audience of Chairs

Kenneth J. Harvey  
Inside

Kathleen Winter  
boys

Randall Maggs  
Night Work: The Sawchuk Poems

Jessica Grant  
Come, Thou Tortoise

Russell Wangersky  
The Glass Harmonica

Don McKay  
The Shell of the Tortoise

Andy Jones 
Jack & Mary in the Land of Thieves

FINE COMPANY FOR PAUL

Past winners of  
the Winterset Award

A rich and expansive 
novel, comic and erudite, 

wise and down-to-earth in 
its depiction of the joys  
and disappointments in  

the modern world.

JOHN STEFFLER

UP IN CANADA

A Book for Fans of 
the Child Narrator

Tamai Kobayashi’s Prairie 

Ostrich is marked by lush and 

evocative writing that really 

hauls you into Egg’s prairie 

world and problems. 

Her writing settles you into the meandering 

mind of a child as her thoughts skip from 

superheroes, to random animal facts, to 

insights on her fractured, frail family in the 

wake of her brother’s alleged suicide. Her 

mother’s a drinker, her father’s held up in the 

ostrich barn contemplating death, and her 

sister is no saint. “Kathy, who broods like 

storm clouds, who crashes like thunder.” 

This doesn’t sound too cheery, yet the writing 

exudes all the wonder and spirit of childhood, 

adding a hefty dash of charm to the blue world 

around her. The book is also spared from 

cliché by the fact the down-and-out father and 

drinker-mother genuinely love and look out 

for Egg (their afflictions aren’t overblown). The 

novel also explores the cultural isolation Egg 

is enduring: her family is the only Japanese 

one around. “Everyone is different but only 

white people are normal. Even the television 

says that.” The novel is driven by its endearing 

character. As far as books with a child narrator 

go, this might be one of the best since Emma 

Donaghue’s Room. Every scene of her daily life 

is so richly rendered with specific detail you’re 

right there with Egg and you’re enchanted. 

Her mother’s a drinker, her  
father’s held up in the ostrich 

barn contemplating death,  
and her sister is no saint.
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A gripping documentary 
about six brilliant scientists 

trying to unravel the 
mysteries of the universe

April 25th at the 
LSPU Hall
8:00 pm

$12 regular admission
$10 for students/seniors 

Tickets available online at
www.rca.nf.ca 

or at the LSPU Hall

Presented by the 
St. John’s International 
Women’s Film Festival

womensfilmfestival.com

PARTICLEFEVER

“I would like to give a shout out to Green 
 and Gold who just started their month-long 
tour to as far as Ottawa. You’re awesome, and 
I hope they love your music as much as we 
do here, Good Luck everyone!” – JOAN 

“How is Adam H---- the most mysterious 
man in St. John’s? Can’t tell if he’s shy, or 
preconscious. Can’t look away when he’s in 
the same room. Can’t talk to him because 
I’m equally shy and awkward. Can’t stop 
wondering if he’ll ever notice me. Sigh.” 
– WANDERLAND

“I’ve gathered The Overcast loves Rocket 
Bakery. I do too. But in part, it’s only my go-to 
coffee shop for those beautiful barista boys. 
Swoon-oon-oon! Especially Mr. B-----.”

“Shout-out to Keep Station Radio’s Remix ’86 
podcasts! They’re really helping us catch a 
second wind on Saturday nights to get out 
for another round of heavy drinking.” 
– DANCY PANTS

BroadcastsCOMMUNITY POLL RESULTS

Expose Your Inner Skeet: 
Tell us your dirtiest habits  
or confessions as a Newfoundlander. 

Check our website’s 
sidebar buttons to 
contribute to each 

monthly poll

RANDOMLY SELECTED RESPONSES

“Living downtown makes for brutal shoveling, so, 
I shovel into my neighbour’s spot all the time. He’s 
eighty something years old. I should feel horrible 
about this, but all I really feel bad about is how I 
totally don’t feel bad about it.” – DICK.

“I really do love Vienna Sausages, even the gross, 
goupy gunk on them. (Especially the gelatinous 
gunk!) And I totally make up for it with hot yoga 
and Signal Hill hikes, just like your poll said, lol!”  
– VERONICA?

“I roles me own smokes ‘cause it’s cheaper, but 
puts ‘em in a Du Maurier pack so no one knows.”  
– ROLLY MCGEE

“Isn’t everyone just going to say a feed of Ches’s 
Fish and Chips? Worse for me because they’re right 
across the street!” – DIES FER A TWO-PIECE

 “Loaded as anyting and dying fer another, I only 
had a fin left, so I stood at the bar where buddy 
already left a tip and used that coin to pay fer the 
rest of me drink.” – DARRYL

 “Pulling the old five-finger discount at the 
rundown Village Mall is always a laugh, until you 
get caught and feel like a skeet, and it changes 
your opinion on the matter: who steals from the 
Village Mall? Who even goes there?”  
–  THIEFNOMORE

“I once ate four tabs of acid and went to question 
period at the House of Assembly. Danny Williams 
was shooting rainbows out of his face. I don’t 
know if that makes me skeety or just a really 
reckless kind of nerd. I’ve also smoked a LOT of 
joints on the roof of the Supreme Court building 
downtown, but really, who hasn’t done that?”  
– R. RALEIGH

“We tried putting a limit on our skeety ways and 
decided we could only go outside in our PJs if 
wherever we were going was within one  
kilometer from the house.” – CHRIS

“I’m forty-two, and my daughter twenty-two.  
She came to me seeking my advice on dating ‘an 
older man.’ I was touched she’d still come to me to 
talk about her life. But then the bombshell: how 
are you not supposed to feel like a skeet when it 
turns out that older man is one of mommy’s ...  
how do they put it now, ‘eff buddies.’”  
– LOW POINT IN MOTHERHOOD

“I don’t know if it’s skeety, but it’s certainly a secret. 
I dunno why I haven’t told a friend or a family 
member, but, I’m totally in a dart league, and I’m 
awesome, and I play every game of Bingo I can 
find. Bingo’s actually wicked.” – BINGO STARR

“Bologna, man. Covered in mustard. Makes the 
mouth dance. But I always buy it at Coleman’s 
or Belbin’s where no one will see me or judge 
me. And I only eat it on the weekends my sexy 
roommate (whom I am secretly in love with) is 
gone home ‘round the bay for the weekend. 
She’s all quinoa salad this and kale smoothie 
that. Don’t wanna be Bologna man to a yoga-
panted woman like that.” – BOLOGNA PETE

“I took a woman out on a date at Chinched. It wasn’t 
going so well, so, before dessert arrived, I said I had 
to use the washroom. But I totally bailed and left 
her there, with the bill and everything.” – BILL

“I used to be a butcher for moose, bear, and  
rabbit hunters. Helping Dad out with it off and 
on. Thing is, I used to keep the best cut for myself 
if it was some townie who wouldn’t know it was 
missing.” – ANON

“I live next door to an absolute shithead who’s 
really mean to his dog. In honour of the dog I have 
done the following to its master: flung my cat’s 
clumpy litter box crap in through his open car 
window, weed whacked his flowerbed, and put 
pamphlets in his mailbox about what it means to 
be an animal abuser.” – CATLADY

 “The first time it happened, I honestly wasn’t 
looking for a prostitute. I was feeling pretty low, 
parked on Long’s Hill, and there was a rap on 
my window. I’ve never had a woman walk up 
and basically offer me a BJ, for much cheaper 
than I’d have guessed. Like, there’s nothing to it, 
no awkwardness, because she gets right down 
to business, no weirder than buying shoes, or 
popcorn at the movies, ‘what do you want? Okay, 
that costs forty.’ Now I do it all the time. She’s like 
twenty years older than me with a developing 
child’s IQ, but hey, at least I know it’s gross.” - JON

“I plays Radio Bingo and sometimes  
I puts me hood up.” – DOT

 “Tele-fundraising cross-country, you learn 
some areas in Canada are receptive to a 
Newfoundlander accent while others are not. 
When calling Winnipeg you might sound like 
a television reporter, but calling, say, North 
Alberta, you might sound like yer fresh from 

Submit your Broadcasts  
at theovercast.ca

th’bay affer a feed’a fresh fried cod tongues ‘n 
some scruncehons b’ye. Your accent fluctuates 
per calling area. The ugly? You’re a CFA who’s only 
been in Newfoundland two years.”  
– JOHN HABBERDASHERY

 “I’m a dine’n’dasher myself. In fact I make it a sport. 
I have a running list of places where I have pulled 
it off, and a list of places yet to do so! It’s basically 
impossible to get caught.” – BROKIE BROKES

“I didn’t realize it was skeety until I met a boy who 
told me it’s gross to go across the street to the 
store in my PJs then crawl into bed with ‘street dirt’ 
all over your bottoms.” – I SPY

“I go home with guys and steal one thing from 
their apartments. It’s like a shoebox of memories 
or a list or something.” – SLUTTY KLEPTOMANIAC

“Buyin’ singles and askin’ people to save me the 
bottoms of their Blue Star.” – SKEET-DO 

“I knew she’s one of those possessive girlfriends 
who checked his phone and email and texts and 
everything, so I sent him a nudie saying ‘thanks for 
the other night.’ She left him over it, but, the plan 
didn’t work: I asked him out and he said no, all 
heartbroken like. Oops.” –  ANON

 “I totally steal people’s tips off bartops if the 
barkeep ain’t fast enough.” – BLUE STAR

YOUR RANTS, CONFESSIONS, 
AND SHOUT-OUTS
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Magnum & Steins:
Still Brand New, Twelve Years Later

RESTAURANT PORTRAIT

Magnum &  
Steins now offer three 
ways to dine and is, by 
the strictest definition, 

the only true wine  
bar in town.
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Magnum & Steins was a great 
restaurant long before this 
city’s recent Great Restaurant 
Revolution. As of 2014, they’re 
also home to the city’s only 
legitimate wine bar.

The story of Magnum & Steins is ultimately a 

love story with a happy and delicious ending. 

Co-owners Bernie and Denise Fowler have 

been equal partners in Magnum & Steins 

since they opened in December of 2001. 

“But,” Bernie jokes, “at the end of the day, 

she’s the boss.” The two met in the industry, 

and it’s an industry Bernie has been in his 

whole professional career. “My first year in 

university, I got a phonecall from a friend, 

telling me that his dishwasher had quit, and 

he asked if I could help him out by coming 

down for one shift. I worked at that restaurant 

for fourteen years.” The restaurant was The 

Stonehouse. Within six months, Bernie went 

from dishwasher to bartender, and soon after 

that, he was serving tables, and by year two, 

he was managing the place. This experience 

got him more than a well-rounded background 

in the biz, it got him his wife and business 

partner, Denise Fowler. When they first met, 

Denise was engaged to be married. Upon their 

introduction, Denise said, “Oh, you’ll have to 

cater my wedding.” He one upped her on the 

invite, “when you get married,” he said, “I’ll 

be standing at the alter beside you.” A bold 

statement that came true. Not only are they 

married, but they’ve married their professional 

lives too, and their passion for great food.

The word “Magnum” in their restaurant title 

speaks to their stellar wine list. Magnum & 

Steins now offers more than twenty wines by 

the 1oz glass, 3oz glass, 5oz glass, or bottle. 

The purpose of a wine bar, especially Magnum 

and Steins, is to shed the association of wine 

and fine dining with formal, stuffy evenings 

out. They seek to embrace the intellectual 

stimulation of a good night out with friends, 

while providing an alternative to the loud 

bar scene of St. John’s. Their inspiration was 

simple. “Whenever we travel,” Denise says, 

“we always go to different restaurants and try 

different foods, and we order many appetizers 

to share. With all the new restaurants 

popping up in town, we decided to try and do 

something new as well, something we enjoy.”

What they settled on was the idea of a small 

plate menu; dishes that can be shared. What 

makes Magnum & Steins unique is that there 

is now three faces to their restaurant: a formal 

dining room, a wine bar space, and a cocktail 

lounge downstairs. You can order off this truly 

delectable small plate menu from either of 

these locations, but the wine bar is the best 

way to really take in what Magnum & Steins 

can offer you. By offering wines by the glass, in 

one, three, or five ounce pours, alongside small 

plate food options, you can enjoy a different 

wine with each plate or course. And their food 

– let’s not forget about their food in all this 

talk of wine, because it really is up to par with 

any restaurant in the city. The menu changes 

often, the staples stay, and the evening specials 

will make your mouth water and your brain 

scramble to pick just one. So, good thing they 

encourage sharing here.

“We’ve been at this for a long time. And we 

just wanted to do something different. With 

our menus now, we have suggested wines 

with all the menu items, and serving these 

wines in different sizes lets you try many 

wines in one sitting, or pair a different wine 

with your app, your main, your dessert, or 

even different wines within the one course. 

You’re also not committed to the one bottle 

for your entire meal.” For wine enthusiasts 

on a budget, the option of one ounce pours 

will let you try a bottle normally out of your 

price range, or just an ounce of a wine you’ve 

never had, to be sure you want more than a 

sip of the stuff. As Denise points out, drinking 

wine and drinking with food changes what 

you might like in wine, so their wine bar 

allows people to experiment and grow their 

palettes. The wine scene, like the food scene 
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in St. John’s, has been exploding, and they’re 

catering to it. In fact, Bernie is completing his 

level two sommelier studies right now. 

The origins of their small bar menu began 

when they moved locations. “We always had 

a bar at the other place, but it didn’t have a 

unique bar menu. So when we came down 

here we decided to do something a little 

funky. We put in place our duck nachos, which 

are not actually nachos, they’re made from 

wontons and duck confit. We found that a 

lot of people simply want to sit in a nice bar 

and enjoy these kinds of small plate foods. 

So now, all our menus are available, no 

matter what seat – upstairs or down.” Their 

downstairs cocktail lounge offers high-end 

food in the comfort of a classy pub setting. 

And it’s their duck nachos, as well as a newer 

item – the fish tacos – that many regular 

patrons come back for.

“Since we added those to the menu, we can’t 

keep up with the demand. We were doing some 

featured taco nights, and sold over a hundred 

of our fish tacos, and thought, wow, we should 

put these on the menu. So we did, and they’re 

now outselling the duck nachos.” But the duck 

nachos remain one of few itmes that stay as 

their menu changes throughout the year. Same 

with their fish soup. “We’ve been serving that 

since 2001, and we have people that phone 

up and ask if we’re serving that tonight. If I 

say no, they say they’ll call back when we do.” 

They have also, like most great restaurants, 

introduced charcuterie plates to their menu. 

“We do different terrines. A duck terrine, a 

rabbit terrine. Numerous sausages that are 

all made here. The boys also make their own 

pancetta and homemade bacon.”

As mentioned, Magnum & Steins has been 

one of the finest restaurants in St. John’s for 

more than a decade, and they were here before 

our recent influx of great new restaurants like 

Mallard Cottage and Chinched Bistro, and their 

food still stands up to these places. When asked 

if this recent spike in food culture in St. John’s 

is getting more people out to their restaurants, 

or just creating more competition among 

local restaurants, they say the answer to both 

questions is yes. A little of both. “We have to 

adapt and re-invent ourselves every so often, 

to stay up with the new restaurants that are 

opening. We’ve already done the renovations, 

we’ve already implemented a menu, but it’s a 

good restaurant community, it’s not like it’s cut 

throat. We support the restaurants down in the 

downtown area, they support us. We call on each 

other for favours.“ 

 

Like many of these new restaurants, Magnum 

& Steins is situated in a heritage building. 

Built in 1892, it was a doctor’s house, and that 

doctor owned a horse. “In the back, where 

our walk-in cooler is, it used to be a stable for 

horses. During renovation we found a horse’s 

jaw. And one of the lawyers before us gave 

us other horse paraphernalia.” That’s a fact 

that lights up the face of their horse-riding 

daughter, Rebecca, who has grown up in the 

restaurant business and it shows. She’s not 

even out of high school and can talk food with 

foodies as well as anyone.

In addition to the three faces of their 

restaurant – wine bar, cocktail lounge, and 

fine dining – some people are surprised to 

hear the upper upstairs is also a nice, classy, 

boutique hotel. One that’s “always busy” 

according to Denise. “Especially with  

longer terms stays in the winter, or with 

people who are moving here and need a place 

in the meantime.” 

 

Magnum & Steins also offers 

private dining for large-group 

seatings. Their chef will make 

a special menu for these 

events.

Current favourite dishes

Bernie 
Veal cheek on polenta with our 

Guinness stout sauce.
Stout Beer-Braised Veal Cheek, 

Creamy Polenta, Pickled Onion Ring

Denise
The oysters. If I was on death row 

that’s what I’d be requesting.
Chef’s Preparation

Their daughter, Rebecca
The Beef Tartare

Truffle Oil, Fresh Parmesan, Crostini, 
Lemon & Bone Marrow Dressed Salad

MYSTERY  

SOLVED

Why is  
Fixed’s Coffee  
So Good?

“What sets our coffee apart is the care and 

expertise applied at every stage of the lengthy journey coffee 

takes from a farm on a mountain to your cup at the cafe. We pay top 

dollar for coffee that’s grown, processed, and roasted so masterfully that 

holding up our end means brewing it with just the same know-how and 

commitment to quality. Our coffees are single-origin and Direct Trade, 

seasonal, and in line with world harvests; brewed in small batches or  

by-the-cup and at proper brew strength and extraction ratios.  

They’re freshly harvested and roasted, freshly ground  

and brewed – and here at Fixed, they always will be.” 

- FIXED COFFEE AND BAKING CO-OWNER GREG HEWLETT
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YellowBelly Beer: 
Fresh, Fabulous,  
& Finely Crafted

SHOP PORTRAIT

Internationally acclaimed 
brewmaster Liam McKenna 
has been brewing YellowBelly’s 
finely crafted beer since the 
brewery opened its doors. 

 
He’s been dubbed “the great polemicist of the 

craft brewing movement” by The Irish Times, 

and remains passionate about his profession, 

some twenty-five years into his impressive 

career in craft beer. 

McKenna’s awards include medals at the 

World Beer Championships, the Stockholm 

Beer Festival, and the Brewing Industry 

International Awards. Acclaimed beverage 

writer Billy Munnelly has called him  

“Canada’s Best Brewmaster.” 

Rumour has it, the beer you made in 
Dublin, between 1996 and 2000, was so 
good that Guinness paid pub owners  
not to stock it. True story?

It is a true story. Low interest and no interest 

loans were offered in exchange for exclusivity 

of certain brands on tap. Inducements are 

common in the large brewing world and are 

becoming disturbingly more common in the 

small brewing scene as things become more 

competitive for shelf and tap space. It is 

completely illegal in most of the world. 

What’s the secret of a truly great beer?

Balance and drinkability are key. Freshness 

is also tremendously important. To brewers, 

beer is kind of “liquid bread.”  I would not buy 

bread from Germany or Mexico, Why would I 

buy beer from there? It doesn’t travel well. I 

also don’t make “bread” that people only want 

half a slice of. 

Twenty-five years is a long run for a 

brewmaster, where’d you get started?

I was a home brewer while studying 

applied microbiology in university (Guelph). 

I struggled with schooling until beer and 

brewing seemed to pull it into a focus. I found 

brewing to be a very good mixture of art and 

science. The microbrewing scene was just 

getting started and after a few work terms 

at various breweries, I decided to pursue the 

small brewery route as opposed to industrial 

brewing. Small brewing has offered the kind 

of control and influence over the process and 

the products that would be totally unavailable 

to me in an industrial scene. 

YellowBelly prides itself on not adding 

stabilizers, preservatives, hop extracts, 

enzymes, and other junk to its beer. Why 

do other breweries add these things to 

their beers, and why is your beer better 

for not adding them?

Better is a subjective term. Different? 

Definitely. I can get quite philosophical about 

this question so please be patient. There 

is a point or two. Most beer additives are 

designed to do one of a few things: 1.) To 

utilize equipment more efficiently (things like 

antifoam in a fermenter allow the addition 

of more volume to a given fermentor, or 

exogenous enzymes in the brewhouse speed 

up and enhance the process by supplementing 

the natural malt enzymes). 2.) To make the 

product more shelf stable – chelating agents 

and antioxidants (ascorbic acid – vitamin C – is 

the most popular antioxidant). Antioxidants can 

be necessary in pasteurized beer to present 

consumers with a palatable beverage. 3.) To 

make the product faster and cheaper. Beer is 

often artificially “aged.” 4.) To enhance product 

presentation (clouding agents, for that perfect 

cloudy look). These are but a few examples. A 

couple of others I might mention would be the 

animal sourced finings  gelatin and isinglass. 

Many small brewers use these things to help 

clarify their beer by enhanced settling. They are 

pretty essential in cask beer. I don’t use them. 

I am not a vegetarian or a vegan but if I was, I 

would want to know if these things were in my 

beer. As an aside, they are heavily preserved 

with sulfites which can easily piggy back into 

the beer when used according to instructions.   

Liam McKenna’s  
beer is so good, 

Guinness once paid 
Irish pub owners 

money not to  
stock it.

Entrepreneurs
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I have a sensitivity to sulfites. Our beer is not 

pasteurized. As yeast grow, live, and die, they 

exude all sorts of enzymes, co-factors and 

nutrients into the fermenting beer around 

them. Although our beer is filtered and most 

of the yeast is removed, pasteurization would 

kill the “life” of the beer. Pasteurization is a 

heating process and many of these compounds 

are heat labile. I am not a luddite when it 

comes to brewing technology. We upgrade 

equipment regularly. Here’s the thing:  time, 

design, appropriate processes, and equipment 

can remove the need to use any or all of the 

additives mentioned. 

I believe beer to be an important staple in 

our culture. It deserves to be respected in 

that role, and sheltered from the insidious 

corporate slide into reliance upon and 

acceptance of additives. There are few things 

that you can control in this life. What you eat 

and drink is entirely under your control. The 

per capita consumption of beer in Canada 

is about 85 litres/year. That can be pure 

and natural if you want. People like me will 

continue to ensure that. 

What’s the advantage of being a 

microbrewery, in terms of quality output 

or quality control?

The only real advantage would be our ability 

to turn on a dime. From conception to 

actualization, we can introduce a new product 

in as little as three weeks. That process in 

large brewers can take years. 

You occasionally do a seasonal brew, 

and this year’s Mummer’s Brew was 

absolutely amazing. Any plans for another 

seasonal on the horizon?

Always doing something new. Since 

Mummer’s we’ve had HodgePodge and now 

we have Paddy’s Pale on tap at the pub. It’s a 

Rye IPA. When our new tanks come online in 

the coming weeks, we will be doing all sorts  

of interesting new projects. To mention a few 

that we are working on: cane sugar based 

sodas, cask experiments, crowd sourced  

beer development. 

How about when you step out on 

YellowBelly, name a beer available  

at the NLC you’re fond of?

Storm, Mill Street,  Muskoka, or  anything I’ve 

never seen before. I’m really a browser when 

it comes to beer. It depends on the weather, 

my mood, what we’re making for dinner, etc. 

Always enjoy a pint of Quidi Vidi when  

I encounter it. 

Has it been a hassle to keep up with 

demand for your beers in local liquor 

stores? How are you coping? 

My progression to gray is accelerating. It 

is a very labour intensive process for us. 

We continue to do the best we can. We are 

investing in some new technology there to 

help ease things forward. 

What should people like me be doing  

with these big bottles you sell your beer 

in, once we’ve drunk them?

Bring them back to YellowBelly and the 

bartender will take care of you. They bear a 

significant deposit and we always appreciate 

the returns. The YellowBelly cooler is also the 

most reliable source of fresh bottles. 

YellowBelly’s Core Beer    /   AVAILABLE AT AN NLC NEAR YOU

Fighting Irish Red

STYLE
A TRADITIONAL IRISH RED ALE 
AKA, YellowBelly’s Answer to Rickard’s Red

Think Rickard’s Red on crack. Fighting Irish 
Red is our most complex beer and our most 
alcoholic at 5.5%. 

TASTING NOTES
Fighting Irish Red is big and malty with a very 
long finish, and bitter forward, with a malt lift 
toward the end. Lightly carbonated, and heavy 
in body. The small amount of roast barley in 
the mash contributes complex flavours like 
burnt toast, strawberry jam, coffee, chocolate, 
and leather. Deep garnet or ruby in colour, it is 
presented bright. 

FOOD PAIRING NOTES
Complements strongly flavoured foods such 
as cheesy, spicy dishes, or game meats. Try 
it with a chocolate dessert like a souffle or a 
cheesecake. Suggested cheeses: aged gouda, 
chesire, munster, port salut, morbier.

St John’s Stout  

STYLE
IRISH STOUT 
AKA, YellowBelly’s Answer  
to Guinness

St. John’s stout is our most full-bodied beer. It’s 
a black, thick, smooth, and creamy pint.

TASTING NOTES
This  traditional Irish stout is very dark, very 
heavy, and very complex, with an extremely long 
finish. In addition to the high rate of hopping in 
the kettle, there is also a significant grain based 
bitterness from the roast barley. It is presented 
with a dense, creamy head. It is full of complex, 
burnt, “roasty“ flavours.  Notes of burnt toast, 
licorice, chocolate, and espresso, but also cedar, 
berry, pear, walnut, and citrus. There’s a certain 
silkiness in the mouthfeel that comes from the 
liberal use of malted oats.

FOOD PARING NOTES
Complements rich hearty fare like steak or meat 
pies, but also spicy dishes like bbq, curries, and 
West Indian fare. It is a classic with shellfish or 
chocolate, or well-aged cheeses. Suggested 
cheeses: stilton, gruyere, tilsit, and brie. Great 
with a chocolate souffle or cheesecake. 

Wexford Wheat

STYLE
AMERICAN WHEAT ALE 
AKA, Our Answer to Coors Light

An entry level offering, Wexford Wheat  
is an American style wheat ale. It has the 
lightest character of all of our beers. It’s 
sparkling and fresh, lightly hopped with  
a clean finish.

TASTING NOTES
This is our lightest beer in palate, colour, and 
body. It is a pale straw coloured sparkling ale. 
The significant portion of malted wheat in the 
mash lends a green apple/sour plum note to 
the middle of the palate. Highly carbonated, 
light and refreshing, short finish, moreish, not 
cloying. Our answer to popular mainstream 
wet air beers. It is presented with a hazy 
appearance from the protein content of wheat. 

FOOD PAIRING NOTES
Goes extremely well with seafood, crab and 
lobster in particular. Also works with salads or 
a pizza. Suggested cheeses; brick, oka, mild 
cheddar, Buffalo mozzarella.

YellowBelly Pale Ale

STYLE
BEST BITTER 
AKA, Our Favourite among Beer Geeks

YellowBelly Pale Ale is a dry hopped session 
pale ale. Only 4.5% alcohol, but not lacking in 
character. Although not the lightest in flavour, it 
is the lightest beer in our portfolio in  
terms of calories.
 
TASTING NOTES
Our pale ale is amber in colour and 
presented bright. Its full-bodied malt base is 
counterbalanced by a significant bitterness 
from the sizeable application of hops. It has 
a medium-length finish, is malt forward, and 
bitter at length. Notes of grapefruit, pineapple, 
caramel, and honey. Fermented warm to 
accentuate its fruity character. It’s dry hopped 
with cascade, and that accentuates the piney 
and citrus characters of the hop. 

FOOD PAIRING NOTES
Perfect with a burger, fish and chips,  
or a pizza/flatbread. Suggested cheeses: 
leicester, lancashire, cheddar, derby or 
cambozola.

If I made you 
pick a favourite 
YellowBelly beer, 
which would  
you pick?

Would have to be the 
YellowBelly Pale Ale. 
I love its balance and 
lower alcohol level. 

I would not buy bread from Germany or Mexico, 
why would I buy beer from there? It doesn’t travel well.
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Fair Trade Rising  
in Popularity 
Among Local  
Coffee Shops 

BY CHARITY-MELISSA EARLES 

On a cold winter day, few  

people really think about where 

their tea or coffee comes from, 

only that it warms their hands 

and bellies. 

However, if caffeine fans looked into it, they 

would likely discover that many farmers in 

developing countries sell their crops – coffee, 

tea, etc. - to large corporations. Too often, 

these large corporations buy the crops in bulk 

for the cheapest price possible. This means  

the farmer, as well as their community,  

suffers financially. Fortunately, more and 

more companies across the globe are striving 

to change that situation by licensing their 

products with a non-profit organization 

called Fair Trade. This global organization 

is comprised of members from twenty-four 

cooperating countries, such as Switzerland, the 

U.S., U.K. and Canada. Fair Trade assures that 

small farmers in developing countries don’t get 

cheated out of funds by large businesses. Tom 

Smith has been working for Fair Trade Canada 

as executive director since 2012. He says 

more of the value of the crops produced by 

farmers is assured to go back to them, instead 

of being divided among multiple middle-

men. Fair Trade endorses products such as 

coffee, tea, sugar, and cocoa. “Think about 

cotton farmers in Africa that are being treated 

unbelievably terribly,” Smith said, referencing 

the Malian cotton farmers who work to earn 

barely $739.00 CAD a year, while European 

companies earn subsidies from their crops.

Fair Trade Canada is relatively new, having only 

been started in 1995. As of this year, however, 

more than three hundred companies in 

Canada are licensed with Fair Trade, including 

Cadbury, David’s Tea, and Ben & Jerry’s. In 

Stephenville, the Common Grounds café 

owned by Shelly Wadden and Devon Murray 

has been licensed to sell Fair Trade products 

since September. In St. John’s, coffee shops 

such as Hava Java, Fixed, and Jumping Bean 

are also licensed. Fair Trade products can be 

a little more expensive because farmers are 

getting paid a fairer price. The higher price can 

be a drawback for café owners and retailers, 

but Murray says it’s worth it.

“More money could be made if we didn’t buy 

Fair Trade products, but that’s not what they’re 

about,” he said. “It’s about the fairness and 

decency of it.” Wadden said that Fair Trade, to 

her, is about helping other people. “Whether it’s 

my neighbour or some small farmer down in 

Columbia who’s providing me with my product, 

it’s to help him have a better life.”

Wadden said that if larger, non-licensed 

corporations such as Tim Horton’s were to 

become licensed with Fair Trade, they could 

do much more to help what she describes as 

a global “puzzle.” This “puzzle” includes 1.3 

million farmers in 70 countries 

worldwide. Last year, $150,000 

in Fair Trade premiums from Canada alone 

went to producers and farmers in developing 

countries worldwide. This money helps 

build roads, schools, and housing in their 

communities.“It’s about setting up longer-term 

working relationships; it’s not just going down 

and getting what you can for the cheapest 

price. This is just a little piece of the world,” said 

Murray. “If we can help other people in other 

parts of the world – that, to me, is fantastic.”

Tree Hugger?  
You Betcha

April is finally here and after 

a long winter of discontent 

regarding city snow clearing 

and the lack of available 

sidewalks, aka a “walkable” 

city, I think we are all anxiously 

looking towards safer and 

brighter days. 

As I referenced in an earlier column, the citizens 

of St. John’s are anxiously awaiting the roll 

out of our updated municipal plan, one that 

dictates our vision for the future of St John’s. 

Input was provided in fine form by individual 

residents, community, and neighbourhood 

groups, and agencies with a 

vested interest in the future of 

the city such as the St. John’s Board 

of Trade, cultural organizations, and the many 

nonprofit groups throughout the city. The plan 

review was conducted last year and meanwhile, 

developments get approved steady belt, so as 

a citizen, I continue asking the question, ”When 

can we expect to see our municipal plan which 

constitutes the desires of its residents?”

One of my main focal points as both a former 

city councilor and now as citizen representative, 

is with the City of St. John’s Urban Forest 

Committee. St. John’s has or is in the process 

of developing master plans for most aspects 

of municipal governance, and this particular 

area is of great interest. The city has a St. 

John’s Urban Forest Management Master 

Plan and that entails many things that affect 

our livability and quality of life. Like the larger 

municipal plan, this tree master plan sought 

out public input on important issues 

such as city wide tree inventory, 

conservation of existing trees, new 

planting, developer requirements, tree diversity 

and a century plan that considers what trees 

will look like over time. Much of this entails 

the management of trees, with an emphasis 

on such things as planting native species 

which are more resistant to disease and insect 

infestations in our particular geographic 

location and climate. Stormwater management 

is directly tied to an urban forest because 

trees are essential for water absorption and 

preventing the rush of stormwater in heavy 

rain and flooding scenarios. With this and the 

general knowledge that trees provide essential 

oxygen levels to people in growing cities, it is a 

wonder why the City of St. John’s still does not 

have tree regulations passed that ensure that 

new developments are obliged to plant trees in 

new urban development lots. Aside from being 

way behind the ball on this essential regulation 

for existing 

and imminent 

developments, we 

now have to look 

at establishing 

regulations for 

the newly allowed 

developments above 

the 190-meter contour 

zone in future areas such as in Danny Williams’ 

Galway development.

Disparaging name-calling or assumptions  

that a “treehugger” is against progress is 

archaic and based in utter ignorance. An urban 

forest is essential to our sustainability with a 

healthy living standard that prevents flooding, 

offers oxygen, provides residential buffering 

and desired privacy in dense city living, all aside 

from the birds, the shade, the food potential, 

and the magnificent beauty of a well managed 

urban forest.

CITY MATTERS WITH SHEILAGH O’LEARY He who plants  
a tree, plants 

a hope. 
LUCY LARCOM
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Follow the Paint

“Absolute bullshit,” declared 

Danny Williams of the 

Conference Board of Canada’s 

population projection for 

Newfoundland and Labrador. 

Rather than a ballsy stand against math I 

suspect our prickly former Premier misread 

doubts about our spirit of enterprise into an 

extrapolation of deaths verses births and 

current rates of immigration. 

Demographics, it is said, are destiny. If we 

don’t commence breeding like rabbits, the 

Newfoundland and Labrador we know will 

cease to exist. Without a bonanza of bay-

bies there will be no one to pay taxes and 

so no means of diapering the few remaining 

specimens of Homoterranovas. 

Williams and others argue that untapped oil 

under our sea promises industrial activity 

that will lure people to our shores. That’s by 

no means certain. Banking on commodities 

is a mug’s game and the North Sea precedent 

doesn’t suggest that expanded hydrocarbon 

extraction would create the jobs required to 

avert the crash we face. The disinterested 

architecture of that tower violating the 

parking garage at 351 Water Street betrays 

how short-lived are non-renewable plays. 

A legacy building it ain’t. Oil will, for a time, 

be our economy, but what we really need is 

diversification. 

Why would anyone move here?  There are 

Hooters and Boston Pizza in places with 

higher wages. No one comes for the climate 

or the easy access it affords … anywhere, 

save Fogo. There are only four reasons 

someone will relocate to Newfoundland and 

Labrador; for love, to plunder resources, for 

the natural world, or because of the vitality 

of its culture. It’s this last attribute that will 

allow us to attract the artists that are the 

primary agents of economic diversification. 

“Follow the paint” is a New York real estate 

adage recognizing the role artists play in 

revitalizing neighbourhoods. Richard Florida 

famously identified the “creative class” as a 

key engine of growth. You can hate them, but 

the economy needs painters and writers and 

players because they are the wellspring of the 

crazy new ideas that spawn innovation and 

invention.

From where will they come? Housing is 

extortionate in Vancouver, Toronto is ruled 

by hillbillies and Halifax has the misfortune 

of being in Halifax. Easy pickings. Perhaps 

we can even entice some of the homegrown 

talent we’ve exported to countervail our trade 

imbalance in hockey players.

Coupled with funding to a national standard 

we can trigger the migration by eliminating 

the provincial income tax for bona fide, 

full-time, professional artists resident in 

Newfoundland and Labrador. The province 

loses little to gain much. It’s not an original 

idea, in Ireland: 

“Section 195 Taxes Consolidation Act 1997 

empowers the Revenue Commissioners to 

make a determination that certain artistic 

works are original and creative works 

generally recognised as having cultural or 

artistic merit.

The first €40,000 per annum of profits or gains 

earned by writers, composers, visual artists 

and sculptors from the sale of their work is 

exempt from income tax in Ireland in certain 

circumstances.”

Danny Williams is all over his Irish roots,  

I wager it’s an idea he’d get behind. 

THE BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

The per capita allocation of provincial 

arts council funding to artists in 

NL is merely a quarter of what 

other provinces like Yukon, NWT, 

and Saskatchewan allocate to their 

artists, and half of what Nunavut, 

Manitoba, and Alberta allocate.

Has Car, Wants Parking

BY JACOB ALLDERDICE

It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in 

possession of a good car must be in want of a parking space. 

Also, a single woman. And married people, or even bereaved 

and divorced spouses. Them has cars, wants parking. 

The only people who don’t need parking are folks without cars: children, for example, 
or the homeless, or poverty-stricken poets and graduate students. Also, people who 
can borrow or rent a car, as needed. These people get to spend the $8,000 it costs to 
own and operate a vehicle each year on something else.

Freaks. My kind of people.

Here’s a fact: if you own a car, you need a place to store it. And not just one place, but 
three: you need a place at home, and you need a place at work, and you need a place 
wherever you happen to take the car for shopping, or dropping something off, or just 
wherever you happen to be stopped when the light turns red. Which is a problem for 
cities, because all this empty space waiting to be “stopped on” requires continuous 
rips in the urban fabric. 

It doesn’t matter how gorgeous, shiny, or new your vehicle is, parking it is ugly and 
old. Parking lots: where oil-drips make rainbows, running off to the harbour; dead 
places where the wind blows as you walk, coat bundled about your neck, looking for 
somewhere warm; dark, staring holes that emaciate the street, whether as parking 
garages or as on-grade paved lots; the source of mountains of snow that cover the 
sidewalk and force you onto the road. They’re the place the skeets hide out, waiting 
to accost you. They’re the city’s dark underbelly, even when they’re out in the suburbs 
(let’s face it, the suburbs are really one giant parking lot).

They’re also expensive. 

They’re expensive because the demand for parking isn’t just for the space, it’s for the 
cost of keeping that space clear of snow in the winter, for policing it against usurpers, 
for paving it, and maintaining it. They’re expensive because of lost tax revenue to a city 
that has vacant lots instead of productive shops and offices and apartments lining its 
streets. They’re expensive because parking is a vicious cycle: you need lots of parking 
because you need lots of cars. You need cars because the city’s transit options are 
paltry. The options are paltry because car infrastructure is expensive, so there’s no 
money left over to make better places for bicycling, or better public transit, or nicer, 
more welcoming places to walk. 

Where would you start if you wished to break this vicious 
cycle? People need their cars, right? Would it be different if 
there were some simple way to share cars, so fewer cars 
could meet the (parking) needs of more people? 

Ultimately, what this city needs is less parking,  
and more car-less freaks.
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Midwifery in 
Newfoundland

BY TERRI COLES

A new government report 

leaves many women hopeful 

they’ll one day have the option 

of registered midwives in the 

province, but also frustrated by 

the wait and worried about the 

availability and cost.

The McMaster University report, released 

in February, strongly recommended that 

Newfoundland and Labrador register the 

practice of midwifery, calling for an advisory 

committee on establishing midwifery 

and a five-to-seven-year timeline for its 

development. 

“We want to see that advisory 

committee quickly set up so 

things can get moving,” said 

Pearl Herbert, a former midwife 

and midwifery instructor who has 

worked to have the practice re-established and 

regulated in the province. Midwifery has a long 

history here, but the practice faded with the 

establishment of cottage hospitals in the 1930s 

and the 1958 Hospital Insurance Act, which 

allowed women to birth in hospitals at no cost. 

The 2010 Health Professions Act provided 

a framework for regulated midwifery in 

the province. However, Newfoundland and 

Labrador is still one of the few jurisdictions in 

Canada without regulated midwifery.

Amber Snow of Paradise, who is trained as 

a doula for birth support, hired a midwife to 

deliver her second child at home and would 

like to see midwife care for the majority of 

the province’s low-risk pregnancies. “Normal 

pregnancy and birth is their specialty,” she 

said. Midwives could also provide well-woman 

care like pap smears, she said, 

particularly in areas with low birth 

rates and limited access to family 

physicians.

Several studies have found that for normal low-

risk pregnancies, home birth with a registered 

midwife can be as safe as hospital birth. A 

2009 Canadian study found that the infant 

death rate was equal for planned home births 

with registered midwives as for deliveries in 

hospitals involving either midwives or doctors, 

with fewer interventions like fetal monitoring 

and assisted vaginal delivery. 

Midwifery care could also save the province 

money. An Australian study published last 

year found that midwifery care for low-risk 

pregnancies represented a median per-birth 

savings of more than $500.

Now the province has the report and a stated 

desire to act, but concerns remain. Health 

minister Susan Sullivan contradicted early 

reports that 

midwifery would 

not be included 

in MCP to The 

Telegram, and said 

midwifery would be 

established sooner 

than the report’s 

seven-year timeline. 

Today, women who want to have a home birth 

with a midwife have two options: bring in an out-

of-province registered midwife, or use the single 

unregistered local midwife in St. John’s. In both 

cases, the decision comes at the expense of the 

family and isn’t covered by MCP. Snow paid more 

than $3000 out of pocket to hire her midwife.

“I believe this is a major reason families will be 

leaving the province or delaying their return,” 

said Amanda Dinsmore, who was struck by 

the difference in maternity care she received in 

Labrador for her most recent pregnancy versus 

that from a midwife in Ontario. “Our health is 

important to us.”

City Making 
History with 
“Attainable 
Housing” 
Partnership

BY SHARON HO

For the first time in its history, 

St. John’s wants to partner 

with a developer to build 

housing attainable to people 

who otherwise can’t afford to 

rent or buy in this city.

The city owns 6.3 acres of vacant land at 

163 Blackhead Road in Shea Heights that 

it wishes to donate for development.“We’re 

bringing the land to the table, the 

developer’s bringing the idea and the 

concept,” says Councillor Bernard Davis.

The city’s interest in providing attainable 

housing stems from the fact that new 

housing prices here doubled from $195,000 

in 2005 to $395,600 in 2013. Housing prices 

in St. John’s rose faster than any other 

Canadian city from 2008 to 2013. “These 

are going to be lower-priced homes to give 

people a chance to break into the market,” 

Davis says.

St. John’s is calling this development 

“attainable housing” rather than “affordable” 

because, as Davis says, “People associate 

affordable housing with subsidized, social 

housing. The term attainable is just to 

distinguish this project from other types of 

supportive housing we’re doing in the city. It’s 

not Newfoundland and Labrador housing.”

What the city wants to see instead is a 

mix of housing types such as single family 

homes, condos and rental apartments that 

would be available at a range of prices.

St.John’s put out a request for proposals 

from developers in January.The chosen 

developer will be responsible for financing 

the development and the construction. The 

city has received four proposals and hopes 

to choose a developer in April. According 

to the request for proposals, St. John’s is 

interested in “innovative approaches that 

produce high quality housing at affordable 

price points.”

St. John’s is looking to Calgary’s attainable 

housing program and Saskatoon’s Mortgage 

Flexibilities Program as models of support for 

attainable housing. Montreal, Saskatoon and 

Cambridge, Ontario have also built housing 

that St. John’s considers to be innovative.

The city wants to be what it calls “an 

active partner” in this development. This 

could mean helping to provide financial 

education and training to new home buyers 

and helping to match new home owners 

to financial 

institutions.

Once a developer 

is chosen, it 

will be awarded 

approximately 

$10,000 to 

create a detailed 

proposal for the development. A community 

engagement strategy will also be created 

to keep the public informed and engaged 

throughout the process. Davis is optimistic 

development will begin soon.

“I would like to see shovels in the ground in 

the spring,” says Davis.“But that depends on 

the proposals that come forth. The land is 

more difficult to work with so it could take 

more prep time. But I’m sure we’ll see  

work happening in the 

next several 

months.”

Midwifery  
care could also 

save the  
province 

money
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The townie 
Crossword

ACROSS: 2. kimchi 4. gold 5. brush 6. Antle 7. keepstation   DOWN: 1. mighty 3. Marconi 4. gallery 8. thought 9. townie

And 
Now You 

Know
Quidi Vidi Brewery’s new 

seasonal beer is now in 
stores. Get it while you can. It’s called 
Continental Pilsner, and it’s a dry and 
refreshing beer, marked by mild spice and 
complex malts. ★ The roundabout, indirect 
Latin translation of Quidi Vidi means “I Have 
Seen What?” ★ An alternative story behind 
its origin is that it’s a butchered French 
translation of “Ce Qui Divide,” meaning 
“That which divides,” referring to the small 
opening in the land known by locals as The 
Gut, where the ocean spills in to make a 
picturesque harbour.

The (Sand)Witching 
Hour: Where to Eat 
After 3am

BY LAUREN POWER

Whether you’ve been working 

on your night moves, or you 

just need something to help you 

make it through the night, these 

late night hot spots will fulfill 

your moonlight desires.

OPEN 24 HOURS

CELTIC HEARTH

(298 Water Street)

The late night hub of downtown St. John’s. 

Business picks up around 3:00 a.m. and stays 

busy until about 5:00 a.m. The crowd is a 

mix of the exiles from George Street that got 

turned out after the lights came on, and the 

staff of the nearby bars that are just coming 

off shift. “They’re well-behaved when you keep 

‘em under control,” says Nancy of The Hearth. 

“They’re just hyper. They have lots of energy, 

but just ready to get in and get fed.”

SOBEY’S  (10 Elizabeth Avenue  

& 45 Ropewalk Lane) & DOMINION

(260 Blackmarsh Road)

Being at the grocery store in the middle of 

the night is like being drunk — you get a 

whole new perspective on the experience. 

Everything is just like it is in the middle of the 

day — including the fluorescent lighting and 

the Wilson Phillips soundtrack. However, it’s 

zombie apocalypse empty, except for a few 

roamers — the staff responsible for restocking 

the shelves, an occasional nurse coming off of 

the late shift, or your friendly neighbourhood 

insomniac weirdo. It’s all worth it to never have 

to face another St. John’s pre-storm  

madhouse again.

MCDONALD’S

(54 Kenmount Road, 248 Torbay  

Road & 506 Topsail Road)

Back in university, we would go on regular 

late-night 

pilgrimages to 

McDonald’s at the 

gas station on 

Anderson Avenue, 

a.k.a. McEsso. 

Consequently, my 

attendance in Math 

1080 was far lower 

than my attendance 

at 89-cent-cheeseburger Tuesday. Anyway, 

it’s only a few hours ’til they start serving 

breakfast. And if you can get breakfast before 

going to bed, that is triumph.

IRVING

(71 Elizabeth Avenue)

If you’re awake past 3:00 a.m., there’s a good 

chance you’re going to be questioning your 

life choices in the near future. Why not ponder 

where it all went wrong while meditating 

on the slow rotation of taquitos in Irving’s 

recently installed roller grill — spinning in 

steady revolutions, just as the earth revolves 

around the sun, baking in the heat until 

they’re dried husks of matter. And Polar Pop 

for seventy-nine cents!

OPEN UNTIL 4AM

JUNGLE JIM’S  

(George Street & 2 Holdsworth Court)

Standing on the edge of George Street, you’re 

faced with a decision. You could get whisked 

away in a shiny orange cab, back home (or 

wherever), or you could swing/stumble on in 

to Jungle Jim’s. Instead of getting a solid four 

hours sleep before you’re expected to act like 

a reasonable human being at work, why not 

slip into perpetual twilight under shady vinyl 

palm trees, with one of Jim’s “Ultra-Premium” 

martinis, in the presence of golden foods?

PIZZA PROS (738-1717)  

& PETER’S PIZZA (738-8888)

I’m fairly certain that the survival of the Yellow 

Pages can be attributed to our continued need 

to find numbers for pizza places. After 3:00 

a.m., Pizza Pros and Peter’s Pizza a best bets. 

And tip your delivery driver: He has to deal 

with sleepless creeps like you.

ACROSS
2.  The fabulous sushi 
 place in Atlantic   
 Place is called sushi  
 and (this word)?
4.  In basically a year on the scene, this   
 band, named after two colours, have   
 become a new local favourite. Green   
 and what colour?
5.  The unfortunate weather situation
 that happens this time of year is called   
 Sheila’s what?
6.  That Angela woman’s last name, who   
 hosts CBC Weekend Arts Magazine.
7.  The name of St. John’s new online 
 radio station.

DOWN
1.  The name of the great company bringing  
 bands from away to play in St. John’s is   
 called (this word) Pop.
3.  The chap who sent the world’s first   
 wireless signal from the top of Signal Hill
4.  Paul Bowdring has just won the   
 Winterset award with his novel titled   
 The Strangers’ what?
8.  This establishment, after burning down   
 last fall, is almost ready to reopen its   
 doors, Food for (this word)?
9.  Local nickname for someone who is   
 from St. John’s, not the bay.

Provides 100% whole food  
iron with synergistic nutrients and 

organic beet root to maintain 
 healthy levels of iron

Naturally combats fatigue and 
improves energy levels

Unlike conventional iron supplements, 
this gentle, whole food formula will 

not upset the stomach or cause 
constipation

16 Stavanger Drive • 726-0254

MegaFood 
Blood 
Builder

15% OFF 
UNTIL  

APRIL 30

Across

2. The fabulous sushi place in Atlantic Place is called
sushi and (this word)?

4. In basically a year on the scene, this band, named
after two colours, have become a new local favourite.
Green and what colour?

5. The unfortunate weather situation that happens this
time of year is called Sheila's what?

6. That Angela woman's last name, who hosts CBC
Weekend Arts Magazine.

7. The name of St. John's new online radio station.

Down

1. The name of the great company bringing bands from
away to play in St. John's is called (this word) Pop.

3. The chap who sent the world's first wireless signal
from the top of Signal Hill

4. Paul Bowdring has just won the Winterset award with
his novel titled The Strangers' what?

8. this establishment, after burning down last fall, is
almost ready to reopen its doors, Food for (this word)?

9. local nickname for someone who is from St. John's,
not the bay.
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HARD  
TO BELIEVE 
In 2010, Dennis 
O’Keefe told The Scope, 
“Sidewalk snow clearing 
is very important. That 
is why I hope to enhance 
it again in 2010. My 
request to Council 
through Public Works 
will open the city to 
walkers, encourage 
healthy living, and make 
our streets safer.”
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This fall, local author Elisabeth 

de Mariaffi woke to career-

changing news. Her book of 

short stories, How to Get Along 

with Women, had been named a 

finalist for the Giller Prize. 

The Giller Prize is the equivalent of The Oscars 

in Canada’s literary scene: it comes with a 

trophy, fifty grand, and every publisher in the 

country, and abroad, wanting your next book. 

“It was a fun day,” she says, reflecting on the 

morning she heard she was up for the award. 

“The longlist was released early by accident 

this year, so I was at work, planning to tune 

into Twitter about an hour later to see the list 

go up when my friend Zoe Whittall posted on 

my Facebook Wall – yes yes yes to you on the 

Giller list!” Elisabeth left her office immediately 

and drove home. “We went all crazy, and we 

bought champagne. Our good friends Mark 

and Andreae Callanan came over at short 

notice to drink it with us. They are excellent in 

emergency situations.”

Mark and Andreae, two well-known 

local poets, are among the many literary 

friendships Elisabeth has forged upon moving 

here for the love of yet another poet in her 

life, the big-hearted George Murray. Since 

moving here she’s been warmly accepted 

into the local writing scene. In fact, not even 

a month ago, she won a local writer’s award, 

The Lawrence Jackson Award. “It’s so fun,” 

she says, of living in a city nationally revered 

for its writing scene. “I get to throw parties and 

people I only knew from bookstore shelves are 

in my kitchen, and they 

are just the finest kind. 

I’ll tell you this for laughs: 

When I first started publishing 

poetry in literary magazines, years 

ago, they’d send me my copy and I noticed 

all these literary contests, and every time 

there was a non-fiction contest – every time, 

I swear – this guy Russell Wangersky would 

be the winner. Every time. And I’d get the 

next magazine in the mail and be like, Jesus, 

Russell Wangersky AGAIN. Who IS that guy? 

Anyway, I know that guy now.”

Getting back to her Giller-nominated 

collection of short stories, de Mariaffi does 

feel both lucky and honoured by its nation-

wide reception. “For a book of short stories 

from a small, independent press, How To Get 

Along with Women got lots of 

reviews, I was invited to read at 

some great festivals; I had a lot 

of cheerleaders. One of the stories 

in the book had just been shortlisted for 

a National Magazine Award. I feel very lucky. 

But there’s no question that the Giller longlist 

shone a light on the book, and on me, at the 

right time.”

She’s likely referring to where it’s landed 

her next book, a novel called The Devil You 

Know. HarperCollins’ Patrick Crean Editions 

is arguably Canada’s most prestigious line 

of books, and they’ve bought the rights to 

Elisabeth’s novel, in a rare industry move 

known as “pre-empting” a book. “I’d actually 

sent the finished first draft of the novel to my 

agent about a week before the Giller longlist 
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I love a good novel,  
but often find I come to 
the end and think: Alice 
Munro could have done 

that in 30 pages.  
 

ELISABETH DE 
MARIAFFI

Two to Watch:

Elisabeth de Mariaffi 

& Steve Maloney
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happened, so the timing was terrific. We did an 

overhaul on it together before she sent it out, 

but to be honest, I knew that Crean had loved 

the short stories and had been asking after the 

novel for a few months already. He came in 

with an offer very quickly and then it changed 

to a pre-empt about a day later. A pre-empt 

just means that there’s a strict time limit on 

the offer, and that it is not negotiable or up for 

auction – it’s a take it or leave it offer.” 

The Devil You Know is set in February 1993, 

during the real-life trial of Paul Bernardo, 

for the murders of Kristin French and 

Leslie Mahaffy, and also for the infamous 

Scarborough Rapes. “That arrest was 

a bombshell for the country, but I think 

particularly for women living in the Toronto 

area. I’d grown up under the shadow of the 

Scarborough Rapist – those attacks happened 

while I was in high school – and French and 

Mahaffy were roughly my age. I was a bit 

nervous about picking that time to write 

about, but I’ve had this enormous number of 

women approach me already, saying: I’m so 

glad you’re writing this, I’m so glad we can 

finally talk about this.” That said, the novel 

isn’t really about Bernardo. “It’s about a young 

reporter with a sad and scary childhood who 

happens to get assigned to that story. It’s 1993, 

so the dawn of the internet as well, so for the 

first time we have a character with the ability 

to research her own history. That’s just as 

important to the story as the Bernardo piece.”

The novel should be on stands in 2015, in 

Canada, but the success is spilling over the 

borders as well. “The novel will be published 

simultaneously in the US by Touchstone. 

Because the book will be released at the same 

time in both countries, I’m actually working 

with two editors at once.”

Steve Maloney has been playing 

around town for a while 

now, garnering a well-earned 

reputation as one of St. John’s 

most talented singers and 

songwriters. 

Many publications have dubbed him “one to 

watch,” and last fall, when The Scope polled 

Newfoundland for its “best of local music” 

issue, Steve emerged as both “Best Solo Male 

Artist” and “Best Artist to Enjoy Quietly.” He 

calls making those lists “really unexpected” 

and a highlight of his musical career so far, 

and fair enough: it was high praise for a man 

without an official debut album. Luckily for us, 

the wait is over. His self-titled debut, Steve 

Maloney and the Wandering Kind, is available 

on iTunes and at Fred’s Records. 

The trouble with establishing a name long 

before releasing an album, for many artists, is 

the pressure to live up to the buzz and acclaim 

of media declarations like “One to Watch.” While 

The Overcast can guarantee you that Maloney’s 

album is both gorgeous and original, Steve 

does agree that “yes, it’s definitely stressful, 

but I’m glad people are interested. It’s grey 

and worrisome when you put yourself, and 

something you’ve made, out in the open. But, 

opinions and criticism come with the territory. 

Some of the songs on this album are two and 

three and even four years old. So it was nice to 

document them and move forward.” 

He was lucky enough to “document” these 

nine songs with the helping hand of Romesh 

Thavanathan – the cellist for Hey Rosetta, 

who’s becoming a reputable album producer. 

“We were friends from before, and Romesh 

had been working on a few projects but hadn’t 

released a full length album, and neither had I. 

So, it seemed like a good pairing, releasing our 

first album together. It gave the project a sense 

of freedom, knowing we both wanted to put 

our best foot forward. This is the first record 

I’ve made outside of the scrappy demos from 

my bedroom. There was a little compromise, 

but we mostly felt free to try different things 

and experiment. I learned a lot from Romesh 

on the production side of things, he definitely 

opened my eyes to a lot of different possibilities 

during the recording process.”

The album was recorded in the empty building 

previously occupied by the old Piccadilly strip 

club. They got in there before renovations 

started to convert the space into, of course, 

more downtown condos. Some of the songs 

on the album were recorded live off the floor. 

An approach Steve cites as a little stressful, 

“knowing there would be no possibility of 

revision (no take-backs), but in a way it made 

us focus intently together and gave us some 

pretty cool moments we probably wouldn’t 

have captured otherwise.”  

Romesh’s recording of the album isn’t the only 

Hey Rosetta connection. Steve’s brother Phil 

plays drums for both Steve and Hey Rosetta, 

and his drumming on this album is so subtle 

and calculated, it’s hard to imagine another 

drummer complementing Steve’s music so 

well. “We grew up together, and have shared 

music and instruments our whole lives. He’s 

not afraid to give me his opinion and knew the 

songs well. He’s also an amazing percussionist, 

so it seemed like the most natural fit. It was 

nice to make this thing together.”

His band, “The Wandering Kind,” also consists 

of Adam Hogan on lead and Pete Mills on 

bass. It’s a bit of a supergroup, with each 

member bringing their own style to the mix. 

“Usually I’ll record a rough demo of a song and 

the arrangement,” Maloney says, “so everyone 

can get the intended feeling. From there we 

bring it into rehearsal and parts are changed 

and rearranged according to everyone’s 

musical personality. The demo essentially 

acts as a guide. The last thing I want to do is 

put a cap on anyone’s creativity.” 

Part of what’s so striking about Steve 

Maloney’s music is how vocally driven it is. 

Steve’s elegant, solid musical arrangements 

step back and let his voice shine. He is, in fact, 

trained in classical singing, and it’s a trait that 

helps his album stand-out from the mountain 

of other local albums Newfoundland produces 

every year. “Yeah,” he says, “I went to music 

school for a couple of years studying classical 

music, then moved to Toronto to study 

contemporary music for a year, and came 

back to the classical program.”

He also has a multi-lady backup singer 

section going on, comprised of Jen Benson 

and Amy Joy. “We played in a group together, 

called Other People, where I was on drums 

and vocals, Jen was on keys and vocals, and 

Amy sang lead. Jen and I also knew each 

other from music school. We all get along 

really well, and have a musical history and 

ultimately they have great voices.”

Speaking of great voices, when he first hit the 

local music scene, playing solo shows, his 

voice and sophisticated musical arrangements 

quickly earned him comparisons to Jeff 

Buckley. It is a sound one can hear on at least 

one of his new album’s tracks: a stand-out 

called “On the Other Hand.” He says the 

comparison is definitely flattering. “I love his 

voice and his music. Tough to live up to, but 

flattering nonetheless.” 

But comparisons will never do Maloney justice. 

He is legitimately one of our province’s most 

original and talented songwriters, and his 

debut album with The Wandering Kind is quite 

unlike any other out of this province in recent 

times, so, what kind of artists (or things) have 

influenced the man? He’s not entirely sure 

himself. “I try not to think of which genre we’ll 

land in, but rather follow the feeling of a song, 

whatever that may be.” 

Steve Maloney and the Wandering Kind had their 

album release at The Rockhouse, March 29th, 

with Fog Lake and East of Empire, before hitting 

the road for an April tour. “We’re showcasing 

at the ECMAs, after which I’ll be on a solo tour 

to Ontario and back, returning home to play 

Lawnya Vawnya at the end of the month.”

Steve’s new album is available  
at Fred’s and on iTunes.
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On Online Dating 

It seems silly to write about 

online dating as if it were 

something shiny and new. 

Online dating is old news. I read a statistic 

that 38% of Canadian singles have tried 

dating online at least once. 38%! Yet there 

are piles of people who are still nervous to 

meet someone through the internet. It can 

be intimidating to try and make a connection 

without having ever met the person that you 

are trying to connect with. Your head is almost 

always filled with what ifs and worries. (What 

if he’s not who he says he is? What if she’s a 

murderer and hacks me into little 

bits? What if they don’t like me?  

What if I don’t like them?)

I may be an old (insanely happy) 

married lady these days, but I have definitely 

had my share of online dating and yes, it was 

a little scary. I’m the kind of girl who worries 

about everything. I get nervous. I doubt myself. 

I was afraid of being a disappointment. I was 

afraid of only being interesting in theory, 

only cute in photos … but, I put myself out 

there anyways. I had a Plenty of Fish account 

for about six months, an OkCupid account 

for an even shorter period of time, and as 

terrifying as it was, I went on dates. I met some 

great people. I got to learn about complete 

strangers. I shared stories and beers 

and hopes and dreams and even some 

kisses.  Once, I ran off to meet a guy in 

San Francisco and had a tornado-like, 

year-long relationship with him. None 

of these online meetings worked out in the 

end, but I have some great stories because of 

it. No regrets.

It can seem so much more romantic to 

meet someone organically in “real life” at 

the supermarket  or at a bar, but the truth 

is, online IS real life these days. It is how 

we communicate. It is how we exist. And 

with online dating or “real world” dating, it 

all ends up the same, doesn’t it? You meet 

someone and you furiously hope that it will 

turn into something 

beautiful. 

So, go ahead. Join 

a dating site. What 

have you got to 

lose? Make little 

connections. Have 

fun. Not every person 

you meet will be the love of your life, but you’ll 

meet interesting people. You’ll learn what you 

want and what you don’t want. Stop worrying. 

Of course it can be disappointing when things 

don’t work out but it will always be fun talking 

to people and swapping stories. Online dating 

is weird and people can be bizarre, but it 

might just be worth it.

LOVE AND MISS UNDERSTANDING WITH PEGGY TREMBLETT

In Corsica, if you pass a  

redhead in the street you’re 

supposed to spit and turn 

around. For good luck or to 

ward off evil, I’m not sure. 

When it comes to being a ginger, I’m not sure 

about anything. And no wonder—the world 

has been screwing with us for centuries.

The Germanic peoples called us witches and 

burned us at the stake. Queen Elizabeth’s 

fiery mane made red hair all the rage. The 

Nazis prevented us from mating and making 

more freckled freaks. Rita Hayworth made the 

world want to finger our ringlets. So, like, do 

you love us or do you hate us? Is red symbolic 

of evil and hatred, or love and passion? Make 

up your goddamn mind, world. We’ve not only 

inherited a recessive gene, we’ve also been 

handed down hundreds of years  

of mind games.

We may not be buried alive anymore, but 

we’re still the oddballs. Less than one percent 

of the human population is red-haired. When 

we get older, of course, we realize being 

unique is great. But when we’re young, we 

just want to be like everybody else, and 

unfortunately being ginger is a giant flashing 

disco light on your melon.

Last week after bath time, I dried Max’s ginger 

‘fro and he looked in the mirror. “Noooooo! I 

want it to be flat! And not bright!”

“Why would you want 

that?” I thought of  

all the folks paying big 

bucks for dye jobs  

and products that “volumize.”

“I don’t want the kids at daycare to laugh at 

me.” They get a kick out of his hair sometimes, 

which is often askew. They’re not being mean. 

They’re being kids. Hair is a funny thing. My 

husband’s back hair, for example.

But I get it. I’ve had people talking about 

my red hair for 35 years. I’ve heard it all: 

Coppertop, Rusty, Raggedy-Ann, Little Orphan 

Annie, and everyone’s favourite—Carrot-top. 

People tell me my hair is beautiful now. Feisty, 

fiery-haired gals like Joan from Mad Men and 

Merida from Brave even have blondes wishing 

for the ginge tinge. But when I was a little girl, 

I wasn’t sure if my hair was good or bad. Was it 

a compliment to be likened to a singing orphan 

or a root vegetable? And why must they 

always talk about it? What was the big hairy 

deal? So I think I understand what Max wants: 

Less talk about hair. More talk about saving 

the galaxy from the evil Sith Lord.

I can’t stop people from talking about his 

hair. And I don’t want to, really. Being 

unique comes with good and bad, and 

we must all learn to deal. Not every 

comment is cruel. When someone 

politely says Max’s hair looks like 

carrots, he should thank them—carrots are 

noble and delicious. I could flatten his hair to 

deter not-so-nice remarks, maybe bleach his 

tips a little, conform to the superficial world 

that… WHAT THE EFFIN’ EFF? Hell no, mofo.

Listen, Max. Life is not a walk in the park. 

It’s a scavenger hunt. When some hater says 

something mean about your hair, 

scratch them off your list. You 

just found another one of the 

world’s stupid people. Fist bump, 

my little ginja ninja.

THE MOTHERLOAD WITH VICKI MURPHY

Red Hairing
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 Is red  
symbolic of  

evil & hatred,  
or love &
 passion?
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Eulogy For a Lost 
Coat: The Fallout

The following is the craziest 

twelve hours of my life.

I woke up hungover Sunday 

morning and posted this 

Facebook status …

“If anyone accidentally took a black peacoat 

with a hood and car keys in the pocket from 

Martini Bar (sigh) last night it was mine. Just 

in case you want to bring it back or steal my 

car, too.” So I have no keys and no coat but I 

do have 26 Facebook likes.

So I sit down and my roommate comes home 

and asks if I left my car at Yuk Yuk’s the night 

before. I certainly did not. “No, I didn’t.”

“Well I don’t want to upset you but your car is 

not outside.”

Panic sets in. I call 911, feeling pretty stupid, 

because 1) someone stole my car and 2) I’ve 

never called 911 before and I’m not sure if 

it actually applies in Canada. I thought the 

phone would ring three times and someone 

would pick up and be like “THIS ONLY WORKS 

IN THE MOVIES YOU IDIOT.” 

Eventually, they pick up and I report my car as 

stolen. They take my information and I hear 

the officer say “dispatch, please be on alert 

for a 2007 black Corolla.” That’s right, ladies. I 

drive a Corolla. As soon as I find my  

keys I’ll take you for a drive.

I’m sitting with my roommates, trying to 

figure out how someone who stole my jacket 

(and keys) managed to find out where the car 

was parked. It had to be Facebook. Now we’re 

terrified because not only has my car been 

catfished, but they also have the keys to the 

front door. Some stranger has full access to 

our home, transportation to get there, and a 

sleek black peacoat to slip through the night. 

We’re pretty much already dead.  I call 911 for 

the second time.

“Listen, I just called about the stolen Corolla, 

but we just realized that this person has 

access to our home and we’re worried 

someone is going to stab us.”

The officer isn’t taking this very seriously, and 

he rightfully reasons that it’d be quite unusual 

for someone to steal a car, drive it back, and 

murder the owner. “Die cold, bitch! Thanks for 

the Corolla, the ladies are lovin’ it.”

We’re still afraid, so I let it slip that I live with 

girls who are all terrified. My roommates call 

BS. “Don’t act like you’re not terrified, look at 

you. You’re shaking.”

“Yeah, cause 

I don’t have 

a jacket.”

Either 

way, 

the officer 

seems to be taking 

the matter more 

seriously now, 

which is kinda 

sexist because 

even though I don’t 

menstruate I’m 

equally susceptible 

to stab wound.

They maintain that they can’t send an officer 

over unless we have a suspect. He asks me 

if I noticed anyone at the bar who was acting 

shady or suspicious. “I was at the Martini Bar. 

Everyone is a suspect.” 

Finally, he calms me down and I end the 

phone call with this, “I don’t care what hour of 

the night it is. If you find a black Corolla you 

call me right away.”

As for the burglars, luckily I’ve seen enough 

movies to know how to defend a house from 

thieves. I start hanging up some paint cans, 

put some marbles on the steps, and turn 

Scarface on every TV.

We’re sitting there, terrified, waiting for a lady 

covered in birds to save the day, and I realize I 

forgot a very important detail: I left my car at a 

friend’s party the night before.

I thought I was the victim of some murderous 

heist movie. In reality I’m the star of a “Dude, 

Where’s My Car” sequel which somehow has a 

plot that’s stupider than the actual movie. 

So I call 911 for the THIRD time that night (so 

they don’t go to my buddy’s house and arrest 

him), swallow my pride, and tell them to call 

off the search and apologize for wasting their 

time. I can hear him speak into his little radio. 

“All officers who are on the lookout for a 2007 

black Corolla can call off that search. It wasn’t 

stolen. He just forgot where it was.”

I can hear the annoyance in his voice,  

even when he asks me if there’s 

anything else he can do for me 

tonight. “Yes. If you find a black 

peacoat you call me right away.”

WRIGHT FUNNY WITH MATT WRIGHT

 So I have no 
keys and no coat 
but I do have 26 
Facebook likes.
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Come & Enjoy a Real Multicultural Experience

International  
Food & Craft Expo

Food & Crafts From More Than 22 Countries

Saturday, April 12
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Lion’s Club Chalet, St. John’s
(ST. JOHN’S FARMERS’ MARKET LOCATION)

Tickets $3 
KIDS 12 & UNDER FREE

 Tickets  
Available at  

The Door

FOR MORE INFORMATION  
Call 722-8103 or 699-6995 • Email zharuna@warp.Nfld.Net

APRIL: 3 Parts Gin, 
1 Part Vermouth,  
All Parts Retro

“Love is like a bottle of gin

 But a bottle of gin is not 

 like love” - THE MAGNETIC FIELDS

 
Given my previous articles, you may be under 

the impression that I advocate lazy cooking. 

That is absolutely true. But I do not advocate 

it exclusively. There are some things for 

which I will pin up my hair, and lightly dust 

every surface in my kitchen with flour and 

sweat. The reanimation of a saviour is one 

of those occasions. Easter is about pastels; 

1940s-1970s foodstuffs; hors d’oeuvres 

specific platters; beautiful, delicate spring 

cocktails;  a bunny, a half-naked man, and 

hope. So, taking your lead from Jesus, wrap 

yourself in nothing but an apron, and prepare 

to be reborn as a host who gives a damn. 

Ham, eggs, coleslaw, fresh hot biscuits, and 

infused gins are the order of the day.  All of 

these things (except biscuits) take a bit of 

lead time. The “Christmas” hams at Halliday’s 

need to be ordered in advance, take a whole 

day to cook, and will guarantee a crowded 

house. Easter eggs deserve an article unto 

themselves. For now, just hard boil then devil 

or dye. The coleslaw allows incorporation 

of local foods. Shred up a cabbage/apple/

turnip/carrot; add salt, vinegar, hot peppers, 

or mustard. Toss. Let sit a few hours, and feel 

good about yourself for eating vegetables.

Infusing alcohol takes weeks, so start today. 

Or start the infusion Easter weekend and plan 

a where-the-hell-is-spring throw down for 

May. Infusion is the simplest of fancy kitchen 

skills. You put something solid into something 

liquid and you let it sit. Voila. I suggest gin 

because it looks pretty with the colours 

gained from infusion, and because I like gin. 

Only in the sense that “like” means “cleave to 

and adore.” Gin is a good king. Gin does the 

trick, and it is not a trick; it is ... magic. But 

you can choose your own king. You can put 

whole vanilla beans into vodka for vanilla 

extract. You can put any fruit into any booze 

and the booze will take on the sugars and the 

essence of that fruit. The fruit, however, will 

take on all the harshness of a rubbing alcohol 

and should be left in the jar. I repeat. Leave 

the fruit in the jar. Eating the used fruit is like 

eating dead toes 

and it will result in 

hard, unrelenting 

shenanigans and 

possible vomit. 

Save that for Saint 

Patrick. Jesus 

wants you tipsy  

and tidy.

 NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR WITH EMILY DEMING

INFUSE YOUR GIN
■  Wild pink rose petals (these must 
 be collected in summer, but can   
 infuse for months)
■  Rose hips (collected in the fall)
■  Ginger
■  Juniper Berries  

INFUSE YOUR VODKA
■  Raspberries (frozen are fine)
■  Pineapple
■  Cranberries or blueberries

INFUSE YOUR BOURBON
■  Grapefruit
■  Mint

Infusion Suggestions

drink
this

709-729-6921 - dalekirby@gov.nl.ca

Dale Kirby, mha
St. John’s North

On Your Side.
Fighting For You.

This could have been 
your ad you’re reading 

right now.

Contact Kristen Pike  
for ad rates & specifications.  

ads@theovercast.ca 
 

CAN’T MAKE YOUR OWN  
AD? WE CAN HELP!
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Beginner – Intermediate – Advanced 
classes offered at the Centre des Grands-Vents 

 

Registration deadline is May 8th 
Classes begin the week of may 12th 

Association communautaire francophone de Saint-Jean, 65 Ridge rd. 

 

People

Knives Out:  
A Competitive 
Year for Local 
Chef Ruth 
Wigman

BY LAUREN POWER

“It’s been a very big year,” 

says chef Ruth Wigman. 

The thirty-one-year-old chef is managing 

her growing family, while turning out 

dishes at Bistro Sofia, and making time 

to make her mark on the local culinary 

scene. Now, she’s back from her time as 

one of fourteen competitors on the latest 

season of Top Chef Canada. 

The Canadian 

reality cooking 

show kicked off 

its fourth season 

this March on Food Network 

Canada. Last season, male competitors 

outnumbered the ladies, with just five of 

the sixteen chefs being women (which 

was actually a series high for the show). 

The odds are even this year with equal 

numbers of female and male chefs  

battling it out.

At last year’s Gold Medal Plates St. John’s, 

Wigman faced off against local chefs as a 

first-time competitor, and as the first woman 

to compete. “I’m definitely really proud of 

Gold Medal Plates as the first woman to 

compete in Newfoundland and also winning 

a spot on the podium,” says Wigman. At the 

event, Wigman wowed the judges with a 

high-end fusion dish of Peking-style  

duck tortellini, Szechuan pork belly,  

and foie gras foam and took home  

the silver medal.

Originally from Nanaimo, BC, and plying her 

trade as far away as Bermuda, Wigman is 

accustomed to the blending of cuisines and 

cultures, as well as the challenges of being 

a chef. “It takes a special person, man 

or woman, to work in a kitchen,” says 

Wigman. “Sometimes women do have 

to be a little more pushy, as — from 

my experience — sometimes a big man 

with an ego doesn’t want some little 

115-pound girl telling them what to do. I 

have certainly come across this more 

than once but eventually they put 

it aside and do what’s asked. If 

you have a bunch of girls in the 

kitchen, chances are, their 

conversations are going to be a lot different 

than if I’m in a kitchen with all boys.”

For Wigman, it’s all boys at home as 

well, with Wigman currently six months 

pregnant with her second child (a boy), 

her son, Elijah, and her husband, fellow 

chef Matt McDonald. McDonald is 

executive chef at Legros & 

Motti, the recently opened 

harbourfront restaurant 

adjacent to The Keg. “It’s 

the largest development 

this side of Toronto,” 

says Wigman. “So, we 

are two busy 

chefs, for 

sure.”

Top Chef Canada  
airs Mondays on  
Food Network  

Canada.
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University of 
the Arctic Offers 
Lessons for Resource 
Development in 
Newfoundland and 
Labrador

A business professor at Memorial 

University says being part of a network of 

universities focused on vulnerable regions 

of the north offers important lessons for 

resource development in this province.

Dr. Gordon Cooke, associate professor of 

labour relations at the Faculty of Business 

Administration, is one of Memorial’s 

representatives to the University of the Arctic, 

a collection of universities with interests 

in the circumpolar north. Memorial’s 

Department of Geography is also involved.

“This is a dream opportunity for us to interact 

with experts in the field,” said Dr. Cooke. 

“The things that they study are absolutely 

applicable to Newfoundland and Labrador. 

How are we developing offshore oil and gas? 

How are we developing water and mining 

opportunities in Labrador? How are we 

developing, or not developing, in rural parts 

of the province? It’s complicated, and to 

effectively manage these things you have to 

study them for years and years.”

Universities from around the globe are 

involved in the University of the Arctic, 

all of which have an interest in Arctic 

issues as it relates to rural and remote 

locations, Aboriginal Peoples and resource 

development. Memorial was also asked to 

join a thematic network of about thirteen 

universities that focus on extractive 

industries (primarily oil and gas and mining) 

and have begun offering a pan-Arctic PhD 

program in Arctic extractive industries, for 

which Memorial is a main partner with the 

University of Tromsø in Norway. Courses 

offered focus on issues such as climate 

change, the environment, resources, 

transportation and logistics, and issues 

related to Indigenous Peoples, all within 

the context of extractive industries. “It’s an 

amazing opportunity for students and faculty 

in the Faculty of Business Administration to 

immerse themselves in European examples,” 

Dr. Cooke said. “It’s certainly food for 

thought for how we could, should or would 

develop Labrador, for example, or what are 

we going to do with L’anse aux Meadows? 

It’s eye-opening to see the commitment, 

in some countries, to rural development 

at the small community level.” The PhD 

program offers a certificate of specialization 

in extractive industries. To earn it, students 

must complete a PhD program at their home 

universities as well as three for-credit and 

week-long courses that are hosted at various 

University of the Arctic locations. Memorial 

hosted a course on human resource issues 

in extractive industries in 2012. Courses 

have also been held in Norway and Finland 

with the next taking place at the University 

of Northern British Columbia in May. Dr. 

Cooke says an interdisciplinary approach is 

a key for the study of extractive industries 

in the North, adding that it’s important 

for researchers to be aware of the many 

different views of the complicated issues 

surrounding resource development.“From 

my perspective, I think if we’re not doing 

interdisciplinary research, then we can’t fully 

explore all of the possible answers and all of 

the possible questions. We in the business 

faculty have a role to play, even if sometimes 

we are the contrarians in the room.”

Susan White-MacPherson is a 

communications co-ordinator with the 

Faculty of Business Administration at 

Memorial. 

Nothing  
But Flowers:
Local blog for 
parents of special 
needs children has 
become a hit

BY SEAMUS HEFFERNAN

Julie Brocklehurst understands 
better than most that life does 
not always turn out as you might 
have planned. 

She owns and operates a home-based care 

business for special needs children, where 

she also cares for her own nine-year-old son, 

Brennen, who was born with cerebral palsy. 

But her homecare business wasn’t enough: 

Julie saw the need for a unique space to 

connect with others who had their own stories 

of special needs children. She created a web 

site, and in a short few months, it has become 

a bit of an internet sensation – and truly 

inspiring for those who have visited.

It’s not hard to understand why. The site – 

Tiptoeing Through The Tulips – features “Tulip 

Tales,” stories sharing the experiences of 

having a special needs child. The stories often 

run the full gamut of emotion from elation to 

devastation, but it’s that very realness that 

has made it a hit for the parents who read it, 

write to it, and take comfort from it. Being the 

parent of a special needs child changes your 

life profoundly and immediately, and knowing 

you’re not alone in the experience is a very real 

comfort. “It’s not the typical life you might’ve 

planned,” Brocklehurst says. It’s nice to have that 

connection with someone who knows exactly 

what you’re going through. You don’t always 

find that in your normal life. Your friends change. 

Your interests change. You end up in a small new 

world, one that was not planned.” 

There are other sources of help out there – 

support groups, gatherings, activity days – but 

Brocklehurst believes that it is the immediacy 

of the Web that has real appeal here. “The time 

factor is tough for a lot of parents,” Brocklehurst 

explains. “I know I don’t have a lot of time to 

get away on my own. To physically attend a 

moms’ support group, for example, it’s a lot of 

work to just get out of the house. But with a 

website, you can be at home in your pyjamas 

and still connect.” Brocklehurst acknowledges 

that it’s that sense of shared experience has 

helped make the site a hit, but when asked what 

the biggest challenge of being the parent of a 

special needs child is, she won’t be drawn into 

just one example as her 

answer. “There’s ongoing 

challenges,” she says, 

emphatically. “It’s certainly a real challenge in 

the beginning, getting ready for this life you 

weren’t prepared for. And then you settle into 

accepting your child’s situation. I love my son, 

and I would never change it. But just as you get 

settled it always seems like something comes 

up, an illness, a medical issue. And then it 

brings it all back and it’s devastating. So you 

start over, and that’s it. It’s all you can do.  

I would never wish all this on anyone  

else, but I’m happy.” P
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You can read  
the Tulip Tales here: 
throughthetulips.

blogspot.ca
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MAY 1-MAY 30, 

 

2014

SIGN-UP BEGINS APRIL 1, 2014
IN STUDIO AND ONLINE. VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS:

Roll out your mat and join us for a
30-DAY COMMUNITY-WIDE YOGA CHALLENGE 
for Big Brothers Big Sisters, an organization 
that matches children facing adversity with 
caring adult volunteers. It's an on-and-off 

the mat yoga challenge inspired by the 
Moksha/Modo 7 pillars; Be Healthy, Be 
Accessible, Live Green, Sangha Support, 
Reach Out, Live to Learn, and Be Peace. 

ST. JOHN’S
MOKSHA YOGA

223-233 DUCKWORTH STREET, ST.JOHN’S | 709.753.0206 | FOLLOW US ON

MOKSHAYOGASTJOHNS.COM

Let Rocket’s Espresso Express take your event to the next level!
Available for Parties, Meetings, Festivals, Launches, 

Conferences and more...

A Complete Menu of Rocket’s Espresso-based Specialty Drinks ...

Rocket’s Professional and Talented Baristas ...

Portable And Mobile ...   We Set-up, We Clean up!

Conferences and more...Conferences and more...

Espresso 
  Express!

www.rocketfood.ca          Located at 272 Water St., Downtown St. John’s          Call us at (709) 738-2015

O� er your guests a great Rocket co� ee 
experience! We bring our  exceptional 
espresso and co� ee bar catering services 
to events large or small including breakfast 
and lunch meetings, trade shows, conferences, 
weddings, baptisms, hospital fundraisers, 
golf tournaments, grand openings and 
o�  ce parties. 

We create and serve the perfect espresso-
based drinks and brewed co� ee at a full service 
espresso bar using all of our own equipment 
and featuring co� ee from Phil & Sebastian, 
Social Co� ee and Classic Gourmet Co� ee.

ROCKET BAKERY’S NEW MOBILE CAFÉ!  

A Complete Menu of Rocket’s Espresso-based Specialty Drinks ...  Express!  Express!  Express!

Call Rocket’s catering department for 
information on how to get Rocket 

Coffee at your next event!

738-2015
Call 
Us!

based drinks and brewed co� ee at a full service 

Call Rocket’s catering department for Call Rocket’s catering department for 
information on how to get Rocket information on how to get Rocket 

Let us bring the Rocket to you!
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This is our gallery, a showcase for our soul, with works 
by some of the most innovative artists we know…
from home and around the world.

Guest curated by Dr. Melinda Pinfold

Pam Hall’s creative and social engagement with community is a long-standing and significant part of her artistic 
practice. She invites members of the public to be creative collaborators – among these, a medical school, a fish 
processing plant and a small rural parish hall.  The house – with all of its physical, emotional, cultural, social and 
gendered connotations – is the broad theme of this exhibition.  The works, both displayed and performed,  
represent the union of Hall’s solitary and collaborative practices.

Pam Hall, from 32 Days Towards a House of Prayer, 2007. Linen, permanent markers, wood, twine, 11” x 11” x 16”

to bring people and art together

MAY 10 – SEPTEMBER 7

PAM HALL: HOUSEWORK(S)

PUBLIC OPENING RECEPTION  –  Friday, May 9,  7:30 pm


